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ABSTRACT 

Complex engineering problems need appropriate constitutive laws such as 

Disturbed State Concept(DSC), as well as robust accurate computational 

analysis methods such as adaptive and stochastic finite element methods '̂EXQ. 

DSC provides a unified basis for constitutive modeling including elastic, plastic 

and creep deformations, microcracking, damage and softening, stiffening, and 

cyclic fatigue under thermomechanical loading. It includes intrinsically 

regularization, localization, characteristic dimension and avoidance of spurious 

mesh dependence. It also leads to new procedures for adaptive FEM and 

stochastic FEM. 

Adaptive FEM is a method to adapt or guide itself to better subsequent 

computation by use of previous computational information so as to achieve 

prescribed accuracy. Ifs a powerful procedure for analyzing deformation of 

special problems such as interfaces and joints and shear bands, and complex 

materials with both hardening and softening. 

An adaptive finite element procedure with combined Disturbance-Hybrid stress 

error estimator/remeshing indicator is proposed and tested by comparing with 

some published results, and the corresponding user-interactive unified DSC finite 

element program with more than 10 options is developed and applied to thermal 

analysis of electronic packaging problems. 
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Unlike detenninistic analysis methods, stochastic FEM approach further 

considers the random variations of involved parameters to further make the 

deterministic constitutive and numerical modeling more realistic in a statistical 

manner. Traditional stochastic FEM is reviewed and a new efficient DSC 

stochastic FEM is formulated for reliability analysis of electronic packaging 

problems. 

The computer visualization and animation are applied to display the computed 

results for the purpose of easier use and interpretation of the results, which wiU 

be one of major trends for engineering application of computational methods. 

In this dissertation, combined study is carried out from a comprehensive 

(computational and constitutive) viewpoint, and the practical and academic 

values of the adaptive and stochastic DSC finite element procedures for 

electronic packaging problems will be demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

As pointed out by Rymaszewski and Tunimala[1989], packaging of 

electronic circuits is the science and the art of establishing interconnections 

and a suitable operating enviromnent for predominately electrical circuits to 

process or store information. It is one of the least understood and yet one of 

the most important and challenging technologies in the 

information-processing industry. 

With the development and application of more complex and smaller 

electronic packages, the market will naturally demand lower cost or 

cost-e£&cient electronic packaging technology. Surface-Mount 

Technology (SMT) has provided a wide range of alternatives to pitmed 

packages to reduce the package size and cost. The improved board 

utilization as the package-to-borad intercormection spacing changes from 

2.54 to 1.27 mm or below. 

However, in SMT, smaller size means more di£5culty of cooling, and 

surface-mount interconnections(solder joints) without using through pins 

may lead to weaker mechanical support. Therefore, the thermomechanical 
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reliability of solder joints becomes of greater concern and better 

understanding of the thennomechanical properties of the solder joints will be 

essential for more reliable SMT electronic packaging products. 

1.2 An Overview of Microelectronic Packaging 

The basic micro-electronic packaging problems have been well reviewed in 
many literatures, for example, by Tummala and Rymaszenski[1989], 
Basaran and Desai[1994] and Dishongh and Desai[I996]. Generally 
speaking, an electronic package should provide four major functions as 
follows(Fig.l.la): 

- Signal Transmission 

- Power Distribution 

- Heat Dissipation 

- Mechanical Support and Circuit Protection 
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Power Distribution .. f1':fl lP I I 
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Fig.l.la Four major functions of the electronic package. 
After Tummala and Rymaszewski [1989] 
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Fig.l.l b Sourface Mounted Package and Through Hole package 
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Nowadays, microelectronics packaging is developing into a period of 

heavier signal transmission, higher power distribution with smaller size of 

more integrated circuit chips. Therefore, the amassed heat arises as a serious 

problem to cause final failure of the integrated circuit 

The produced heat will not necessarily always cause the integrated circuit to 

bum in a short time, but will eventually lead to thermo-mecahnical problems 

reducing the reliability of the packaging during its lifetime. In an integrated 

circuit, the connected components usually have different coefficients of 

thermal expansion and different material properties and geometry, and those 

bonded components can not defomi freely. Consequently, shear and bending 

stresses will be produced in the chip carrier , the substrate and the solder 

joint assembly, due to constrained relative motions. 

For many reasons, the temperature may fluctuate, and as a result of 

temperature cycles, the solder joint experiences elastic, plastic(time 

independent) and even viscoplastic (time- dependent, creep and relaxation) 

deformations. The cyclic deformations may cause microcracking and 

damage in the solder joint; if there are already some manufacturing defects 

and cracks, the cyclic deformations may quicken the propagation of the 

cracks. Consequently, the solder joint starts to lose its designed effective 

strength and effective area, which may lead to the final failure. 
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Due to many factors including manufacturing factors, a group of the 

similar solder joints may not have identical goemetries(Fig.l.2) and other 

significant parameters such as boundary conditions and external loads. 

Therefore the estimation by the deterministic analysis based on average or 

fixed values of the characteristic parameters may not represent the actual 

situations and usually give conservative prediction of the failure of 

electronic packages. Therefore the design based on this deterministic 

analysis may not be cost-efficient. 

Fig.1.2 Schematic of solders with different geometries. 
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The variatioiis of the characteristic parameters such material, 

goemetrical and external loading parameters are usually random. An 

effective approach to consider the random variations is to conduct reliability 

analysis due to the random variations of involved variables by using 

stochastic methods such as stochastic finite element methods. 

1.3 Statement of The Research Problem, Scope and Objective 

Traditionally, the major analysis methods for thermomechanical 

analysis of electronic packaging structures are based on theory of materials 

mechanics with a lot of simplified assumptions for simple structures and 

material deformations. 

More accurate and efiScient analysis methods for more reliable and 

lower cost design and manu&cturing of electronic packages are desperately 

needed. 

According to Hall and Sherry[1986] who studied an electronic 

packaging problem with surface-mount solder joints, advanced constitutive 

law(Disturbed state Concept, Desai et.al.[1992]) for the whole range of 

deformation including elasticity, elastoplasticity with yielding(hardening) 

and/or softening, will be adopted for modeling the electronic packaging 

solder deformations. 
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Based on the advanced disturbed state concept constitutive modeling, 

advanced computational methods will be foimulated and thennomechanical 

stress analysis and reliability analysis of the electronic packaging problem 

will be conducted. The advanced computational methods include adaptive 

finite element method for prescribed analysis accuracy and stochastic finite 

element method for reliability analysis by considering the random variations 

of solder geometries. 

Some of the obtained finite element analysis results for modeling 

localization and solder failure development will be displayed in a visual 

and/or an animated manner for easier use and understanding, by generating 

graphic images and computer animations. 

1.4 Summary of the Chapters 

Chapter two presents a state-of-the-art review of finite element 

methods(FEM), constitutive models and solution methods with discussion 

of computational error control used for engineering problems, especially for 

the electronic packaging problems. 

Chapter three discusses the formulation of an advanced constitutive 

law-the disturbed state concept(DSC). The unified features of DSC and 

DSC FEM are also addressed and applied to the unified user-interactive 

DSC FEM code. 

The fourth chapter states the theory of material instabiUty and 

structural instability. Some nontraditional plasticity models are reviewed and 

compared for localization analysis. The localization and mesh dependence 

are investigated with numerical test of a plate with an imperfection. 
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In chapter five, different adaptive finite element methods are reviewed 

and compared. A new combined disturbance-hybrid stress remeshing 

indicator is proposed for die whole process of deformation including 

yielding and softening. Mesh refinement strategies for hardening and 

softening are described, respectively. A footing problem is investigated by 

adaptive DSC FEM in tracing localization zones. 

Chapter six formulates a general stochastic finite element method for 

reliability analysis of electronic packaging problems by using first order of 

perturbation of random variables. A simple tension plate is studied to 

compute the rehability and failure probability. 

Chapter seven focuses on the appUcation of adaptive FEM and 

stochastic FEM to electronic packaging solder joint problem. The failure 

zones are traced by adaptive FEM. An efficient stochastic DSC FEM is 

proposed and utilized for rehability analysis of the electronic packaging 

problem. 

Chapter eight gives a general description of computer visuaUzation and 

animation. The computer animations are appUed and generated to display 

the DSC FEM localization analysis and the development of the &ilure zones 

in the electronic solder joints. 

In concluding chapter, it is concluded that adaptive and stochastic FEM 

using DSC is effective for solving thenno-mechanical electronic packaging 

problems. Computer visualization and animation are useful for 

understanding of the analysis. 
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CHAPTER2 

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

There are three types of analysis methods for engineering problems, they are 

analytical, experimental and computational methods. 

Analytical solution method is economical but impractical and even 

impossible for solder joints problems. Solder joints are usually made of 

different(nonunifonn) materials with varied and complex geometry subjected 

to various constraints(boundary conditions), so analytical solutions are hard 

to obtain most of the time. 

Experimental approach is generally practical but not economical. For this 

special tiny packaging problems, experiments may also have more difBculty 

to simulate the actual working situations of electronic chips. 

So it is natural to resort to numerical methods or computational methods» 

especially the most popular finite element methods(FBM). FEM can be and 

has been implemented as reusable, relatively general computer programs 

which can treat different boundary conditions and external loads in a 

streamlined manner. 
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2.2 Constitutive and Numerical Analysis Methods 

With the unified Disturbed State Concept(DSC) constitutive laws 

developed by Desai and Ma[1992], Annaleh and Desai[1994], Katti and 

Desai[1995], Desai[1995], Desai and Toth[1996] and other 

coworkers[1986-1996], the FEM codes can solve practical problems with 

different kinds of material characterizations. 

Also with the development of adaptive finite element method, the accuracy 

and rehabiUty of finite element analysis( of electronic packaging problems) 

have been considerably increased, to the extent of specified accuracy. 

Unlike the deterministic constitutive and finite element modehng, for 

complex engineering problems, stochastic finite element method may fiirther 

make the constitutive and numerical(FEM) modeling more realistic and 

provide rehability prediction, by giving consideration of random variation of 

distribution of material and geometrical parameters and external (thennal) 

loads. Ordinary deterministic constitutive and numerical modeling is actually 

based on averaged values of variables involved. 

Animated finite element display will make the computational analysis results 

visual and dynamic, therefore, it is easier to understand and apply to 

practical product design and manufacturing. 
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As for constitutive and numerical analysis methods for electronic packaging 

problems, a brief review is given below. 

The quest for higher and higher levels of integration in microelectronics 

packaging has driven technologies to produce ever-smaller devices, 

interconnections and temoinals. The greatest challenge to the successful 

implementation of the surface mount technology(SMT) is the end product 

life expectancy imposed by smaller and smaller solder joints. And the most 

critical problem in surface mount applications is the thermal expansion 

mismatch between the chip carrier and the substrate. The expansion 

mismatch can lead to failed solder joint interconnections which terminates 

the functionality of the electronic device, such as reducing the effective 

contact area. 

In the electronics academic field and industry, a number of analysis methods 

and constimtive models are utilized and developed to analyze and predict 

the behavior of solder joints in microelectronics packaging. Basaran and 

£>esai[1994] have given a detailed review of various methods and 

constitutive laws for electronic solders. Here some essential features of 

these methods will be discussed. 

Generally speaking, the traditional methods for electronic packaging 

problems are based on simple constitutive laws and finite element 
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methods. Special FEM codes and FE analyses, which are based on more 

advanced constitutive laws and more advanced and accurate FEM such as 

adaptive and stochastic FEM, are still very lacking and far from sufficient to 

produce reliable and realistic predictions for electronic packaging of 

complex materials with hardening and/or softening, cyclic thermal loading 

and tiny solders. 

The Beam Analysis Method by Tummala and Rymaszewski[1989] is based 

on linear elastic material model with ordinary materials mechanics analysis 

method. 

Suhir [1991] has proposed a stress analysis model to assess the stresses in 

solder joints caused by thermal contraction mismatch between a low 

temperature flex-circuit and a high expansion rigid substrate. A simple 

equation is developed for the shearing stress in solder joints in the case of a 

buckled flex-circuit 

^ kh^ 
I2(l-v2)via  ̂

where 
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E=Young's modulus, V^Poisson's ratio, k=buckling factor. This relation 

shows that the larger the thickness(h) of the flex-circuit with smaller 

width(w) of the flex-circuit and smaller dimension(a) of the horizontal 

cross-section of the joint, the larger the shearing stfess(t) in the solder 

joints. However, this equation only applies to the buckled flex-circuit. 

There are some finite element analyses and constitutive theories published 

and applied in electronics packaging industry. Some of these methods are 

stated below: 

(1) Constitutive laws based on Von Mises or Tresca type classical plasticity 

models, Simon et. al.[1989] and Lau et. al. [1987]; 

(2) constitutive model for damage analysis, Wilcox and Li[1989]; 

(3) constitutive model for high temperature steady state deformation 

behavior, Kashyap and Murty[1981]; 

(4) constitutive theory for one-dimensional Pb/Sn solder modeling, 

Darveaux et. al.[1991]; 

(5) and a theory for constitutive modeling of Pb40/Sn60 solder's room 

temperature behavior, Ishikawa and Sasaki[1992]. 

Obviously, most of the existing constitutive modeling and finite element 

methods for electronic packaging problems are for particular cases or stress 

paths, and commercial finite element codes including the most commonly 

used finite element code(ABAQUS) are usually or originally made for 

general purpose. In fact it also needs time for commercial finite element 
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codes to implement the unified constitutive modeling such as disturbed state 

concept and more advanced and reliable finite element methods such as 

adaptive stochastic finite element methods. In the meantime, the commercial 

finite element codes are always in quest for new established constitutive 

modeling and more accurate finite element methods. So the research in these 

fields become usefiil and urgent. 

2.3 Finite Element Methods and Formulations 

2.3.1. Basic Compatible Displacement FEM Formulation 

The principle of minimum potential energy is the variational basis for 

displacement FEM of linear engineering problems 

n;,(u) - J\z^Czdv+/(2.1) 
V V 

where s is strain vector from displacement vector u, C is constitutive or 
material stiffiiess matrix and Q is the external force vector. For nonlinear 

case, the incremental principle of minimum potential energy will be given 

later and the material matrix C can be given by various constitutive laws 

such as hierarchical single surface(HISS) model and disturbed state concept, 

Desai and Ma[l992], Armaleh and Desai[1994], Katti and Desai[1995], 

Desai[1995], Desai and Toth[1996] and other coworkers[1986-1996]. 
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For two-dimensional problems, explicit expressions for the above variables 

are; 

J e. 

[y^y 
(2.2) 

u = u 
(2.3) 

For plane stress elasticity problems 

C = 
I \) 
\) 1 

2 

(2.4) 

where E is Young's modulus and \) is Poisson ratio. 

For plane strain elasticity problems 

C = 
(l+v)(l-2v) 

1-V 0)  

V 1 -V 
l-2v 
2 

(2.5) 

For complex problems with elasticiQr, yielding/hardening and softening, the 

disturbed state concept model will provide the matrix and will be 

discussed in Chapter 3 in detail. 
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2.3.1.1 Interpolation of Element Variables 

In isoparametric FEM formulation, assume the element displacement vector 

in a standard way as follows: 

u = Nq (2.6) 

X = X 

y) 
= Nx (2.7) 

where N is shape function matrix for element displacements U and 
coordinates X. 

Fig. 2.1 4'-node isoparametric quadrilateral element 

For 4-node isoparametric element(Fig. 2.1 ), the shape function matrix is in 
the form 
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N = Ni 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0 
0 Ni 0 Nz 0 N2 0 N4 

where 

Ni = j(l +r,r)(l +4,5), i= 1,2,3,4 

with the natural coordinates 

- 1  < r , 5 < + l  

and the natural coordinates at the comer nodes 

ri Si " -1 -1" 

ri S2 +1 -1 

rs S3 +1 +1 

_ r4 S4 _ 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The nodal displacement vector is 

q=  {? }  =  { « !  V i  . . .  «4  V4  }  (2.11) 

The nodal coordinate vector is 

x = {->ci yi ••• X4 y4 } (2.12) 
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For 8-node isoparametric element(Fig. 2.2 ), the nodal displacements and 
coordinates are 

q  =  { m i  V i  . . .  Us Vs } (2.13) 

x =  { ^ 1 J V I  . . .  X s  y z  }  (2.14) 

and the shape function matrix is given as 

N = 0 iV2 0 ... 0 ATs 0 
0 iVi 0 A^2 0 ... 0 Ni 

where the shape functions at the comer nodes are 

N i  -  j ( l  + r , r ) ( l  + 5 , j ) ( r / r 1 )  

1=1,2,3,4 

and the shape functions at the mid-nodes are 

AT, = ̂ (1 + r,r)(l - s^) + ̂ (1 + SiS)i\ - r^) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

1=5,6,7,8 



y 

3 

1 r (natural) 

-+-------------. x (physical) 

Fig. 2.2 8-node isoparametric quadrilateral element 

The natural coordinates at the mid-nodes are 

rs ss 0 -1 
r6 s6 +1 0 

(2.18) 
r7 S7 0 +1 
rs ss -1 0 

The other natural coordinates for comer nodes are the same as those of 

4-node element given in equ(2.1 0). 

39 
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y 

3 

1 r (natural) 

--+--------------. x (physical) 

Fig. 2.3 9-node isoparametric element 

Just for reference, the shape function matrix for 9-node element(Fig.2.3) 

is given as follows 

where 

Ni = ±(r2 + rir)(s 2 +sis) 
i= 1 ,2,3,4 

Ni = ±s~(s2 + sis)(I - r 2
) + ±r~(r2 - rir)(I - s2

) 

i=5,6,7 ,8 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 
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A^9 = (1 

('•9,̂ 9) = (0,0) (2.23) 

(2.22) 

The natural coordinates for the rest of the nodes are identical to those of the 

8-node element given in equ(2.18). 

2.3 .1.2 Derivation of Finite Element Stif&ess Matrix 

Substitution of the displacement interpolation into die minitniim potential 

principle gives the element strain vector 

_ d/dy d/dx 

and other matrices [N] and {q} are already given explicitly before. In this 

dissertation, except the explicit notations [•] and {•} for matrices and 
vectors respectively, the bold letters also imply matrices[«]and vectors {•} 
for simplicity purpose. 

Sx 
e = - Zy ^=00 = (DN)q = Bq (2.24) 

where the strain-displacement operator is given by 

d/dx 0 
D = 0 d/dy (2.25) 

Inserting the resulting strain vector 8 into lip, we have 
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n, = Ji(Bq)''C{Bq>fr+jQ''(Nq)<j!s 
V 5 

=k'̂ [fB'"CB<fr]q+q''/N''Qflfe (2.26) 
V s 

The equilibrium equations are obtained when the potential energy 

becomes miniminn. Therefore, mathematically, this is equivalent to do the 

variation by the differentiation with respect to the independent variable q, 

Slip = 0 (2.27) 

or 

dUp  ̂
 ̂= 0 (2.28) 

Therefore the following system of equations are obtained 

[k.]{q} = {Pe} (2.29) 

where the element stifihess matrix is 

k. = M = / B'̂ CBdF (2.30) 

Pe is the equivalent element load vector 
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P. = { .̂}=fN''Qflfe = /lN]''{Q}dt (2.31) 
s s 

with {Q} as external load vector. 

2.3.1.3 Element Stress Fonnulation 

The element stress vector is then computed by 

CT = Gy 

try 

= Ce (2.32) 

where 8 is given from differentiation of computed displacements by 

equ( 2.24). 

2.3.1.4 Global Finite Element Stiffiiess Matrix 

Assemble the element stiffiiess matrices, the global FEM stiffiiess matrix is 

finally formulated as 

NE ME 
K = [ K ] =  2 : k ^  =  5 : [ k e ]  ( 2 . 3 3 )  

e=l e=l 

where NE is the total number of elements. 

For hnear elastic materials, constitutive matrix C is constant, so the element 
stiffiiess matrices ke and the global FEM stiffoess matrix K are also 

constant. 
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2.3.1.5 Solution to Linear FE Equations 

The resultant global FEM equations in matrix form are 

[«]{U} = [P] (2.34) 

where the global displacement vector is 

e=l (2-35) 

where { q }  is given by equs(2.11) and (2.13) and the global load vector is 

where {Pe} is given by equ(2.31). 

Although the global FE stifiQiess matrix [K] for linear elasticity is symmetric 

and positive-definite, the Gauss elimination solution method will be applied 

in this research for general matrix, because the current FEM analysis is 

actually dominated by nonlinear analysis with nonsymmetric global FE 

stiffoess matrix, for example, by disturbed state concept. 

{ P }  =  I . [ P A  
e 

(2.36) 
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2.3.1.6 Features of Compatible Displacement FEM 

(1) Its element stifbess matrices are overstiff, so lower values of 

displacements are produced, which is so-called locking causing lower values 

of computed displacements. 

(2) The element stresses are directly computed from numerical 

differentiation of computed nodal displacements, therefore the stress 

accuracy is one order lower than that for the computed displacements. 

(3) It is compatible and monotonically convergent as the mesh is refined; so 

this method is suitable for adaptive finite element method which heavily 

depends on convergent finite element methods. 

2.3.2 Incompatible Displacement FEM 

To solve the locking problems and produce softer element stifibesses, 

incompatible displacements have been successfully introduced into 

compatible displacement finite element method. 
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2.3.2.1 Element Interpolation of Incompatible Displacements 

Compared to compatible displacement FEM, in an incompatible 

displacement finite element, the total element displacement vector is 

assumed as 

u = u, + ux = Nq + MX (2.37) 

where has been completely defined in the compatible displacement FEM 
and ua. is the incompatible displacement vector and M is the shape function 

matrix for incompatible displacements. 

For nonconforming elements, Wilson and Taylor [1976] 

ux == MX = 1-52 ki 
X3 
A.4 

(2.38) 

where r and s are natural coordinates(Fig. 2.1) and X, are internal 

parameters which can be determined or condensed by the nodal 

displacements {q}, Wilson and Taylor[1976]. 
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2.3.2.2 The Incompatible Element Stif&ess Matrix 

Following a similar derivation in compatible displacement formulation, 

the element strains are 

e = (DN)q + (DM)X 

= [B„Bi]|j[ (2.39) 

then the incompatible displacement finite element stiffiiess matrix can be 

expressed as, Taylor and Wilson[1976], 

Ke = Kqq ~ (2-40) 

where the compatible part is 

(2.41) 

which is identical to the compatible displacement element stiffiiess matrix 

given in equ(2.30). 

and the coupled element stiffiiess matrix is 

K,i = /,.[B,]'"[C][Bx]rf(' (2.42) 
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and the incompatible element stiffiiess matrix is 

(2.43) 

2.3.2.3 Features of Incompatible FEM 

(1) The element stifQiess matrices in equ(2.40) are softened by the 

introduced incompatible part, so the computed displacements are larger(or 

more accurate) compared to the displacements by compatible FEM; 

(2) The introduced higher order incompatible displacements in equs(2.37) 

and (2.38) consequently increase the accuracy order of the computed strains 

and stresses, that's one reason why the stresses are more accurate; 

(3) Unlike compatible FEM, the element stability is not always guaranteed, 

additional element rank conditions should be satisfied, Zhang [1994,1996]; 

(4) and only nonmonotonic convergence can be obtained if the constant 

strain/stress patch test is satisfied; Taylor and Zienkiewicz[1986]: 

f(DM)^/K=/Bxi/r=0 (2.44) 
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which indicates the averaged incompatible strains should vanish over an 

element in an integral sense. Compatible FEM satisfies both constant 

strain/stress patch test and compatibility condition, so it converges 

monotonically, while nonconforming violating compatibility condition 

is nomnonotonically convergent More detafled analysis of patch test will be 

given later. 

2.3.3 Assumed Stress FEM 

This method is based on certain generalized variational principles such as 

modified principle or minimum potential energy and Hellinger-Reissner 

principle, which allow the displacements and stresses to be independent or 

to be independently interpolated in finite element formulation. 

The generalized variational principles include 

# the complex Hu-Washizu principle with 3 independent variables of 

displacements, strains and stresses, Hu and Washizu [ 1975]; 

# the (modified)Hellinger-Reissner 2-variable principle with displacements 

and stresses as independent variables, Zhang [1991] 
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# and the simple modified principle of minimnm potential energy with two 

independent variables of displacements and stresses, Zhang [1992, 1994, 

1996]. 

For a two-variable assumed stress finite element formulation, the 

displacements and stresses are independently assumed as 

u = u, + ux = Nq + MX (2.45) 

a ' = P P  ( 2 . 4 6 )  

where P is the shape fiinction matrix for element stresses, the internal stress 
parameter vector p will be determined in terms of the nodal displacement 
vector q. 

The basic understanding of improved performance of assumed stress FEM is 

the element stresses are independendy interpolated and computed with the 

same order of accuracy as that of displacements. The element 

strains/stresses of traditional displacement FEM are computed by direct 

numerical differentiation of computed nodal displacements, and numerical 

differentiation is mathematically proved and numerically verified to be of 

lower order accuracy. 
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Numerous theoretical and numerical studies show that if the stress shape 

fimction matrix is selected properly, the improved stresses can be expected 

over the traditional computed stresses from the numerical di£ferentiation of 

the displacements in displacement finite element methods, Pian [1986], 

Zienkiewicz [1986], Cheung [1987] and Zhang [1993-1996]. 

A simple generalized hybrid stress finite element method will be descnbed 

in detail in Chapter 5 for the purpose of formulating adaptive finite element 

remeshing indicator. 

2.3.4 Adaptive Finite Element Method 

With various accurate finite element methods developed, it is necessary to 

answer how accurate are the obtained FEM results, and how to acquire the 

prescribed accuracy. That is the objective of adaptive FEM, in which the 

previous computation information is utilized for the subsequent mesh 

refinement, and the mesh is so refined that the specified accuracy is attained. 

Adaptive FEM has other merits that the obtained adaptive mesh can vividly 

show how the deformation or failure develops and is specially usefiil for 

complex materials and structures with localization, cracks, joints and 

interfaces as in micro-electronic packaging problems. 
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Based on the above considerations, the adaptive FEM will be formulated, 

discussed and adopted in the analysis of electronic packaging problems in 

Chapters 5 and 7. 

2.3.5 Stochastic Finite Element Method 

For Reliability Analysis 

The previously mentioned finite element methods are characterized by 

(i) all of them are based on average values of loads and physical and 

geometric parameters, or the characteristic variables are assumed to be 

deterministic with no variations; 

(ii) and the purpose is to provide certain accuracy of numerical analysis. 

However, if the actual variation or distribution of the variables is 

considered to be random and the purpose is to predict the reliability, then 

stochastic finite 

element method is the right method by which the distribution of most 

significant variables are incorporated and the percentage/reliabihty of 

components that may experience failure during the designed lifetime will be 

predicted. The detailed description will be given in detail in Chapters 6 and 

7. 
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2.3.6 Incremental FEM Formulation for Nonlinear Problems 

For nonlinear problems, the constitutive relations usually have to be 

described in incremental manner 

da = Cdz (2.47) 

which is incremental stress-strain relation. 

The incremental strain-displacement relation is 

dz = Ddu (2.48) 

In order to derive incremental FEM formulation for nonlinear problems, the 

corresponding principle of minimum potential energy dTip for incremental 

equiUbrium needs to be derived. Let 

8 * = 8  +  t / 8  ( 2 . 4 9 )  

U* = U + i/u (2.50) 

where dz and dvi are incremental strain and displacement respectively. 

Then 



and 

np(u + da) = J^s+dsyC(z + ds)dv+J Q'^Cu+da)dv 
V 

so 
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np(u) = J ̂ ^Cedv+/ Q^udv (2.51) 
V V 

= [f ^^Cedv + / Q^urfv] + [f B^Cdedv+jQ^dudv] 

^j\ds^Cdsdv (2.53) 
V ^ 

drip = ripCu -f- da) - np(u) 

= [J s^Cdedv+J Q^dadv]+J ̂ de^Cdedv (2.54) 
V 

As the last tenn in the above equation contains which is a higher 

order infinitesimal, it can be neglected. 

Therefore, the incremental principle of minimnm potential energy becomes 
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drip - JB̂ Cdedv+JQ d̂ndv (2.55) 
V V 

Actually, by following a rule similar to variation, the above fonnula is 

readily derived. In formulation of finite elements, the element displacement 

U is assumed as 

u = Nq (2.56) 

As for every element, the element shape fimction matrix N is always the 

same, so the incremental relation is 

dxL = Ndq (2.57) 

Then the incremental strain-dislacement relation is given by 

de = Di/u = (DN)^^  ̂= B^q (2.58) 

By variation of (dTLp) 

8(i/np) = 0 (2.59) 

or 
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= 0 (2.60) 

then we have incremental FEM formulation 

Kedq = J B^CBdvdq = dPe (2.61) 
V, 

where C is no longer constant, but a fiinction matrix related to displacement 

q and its derivatives, strains or stresses. 

The corresponding incremental global FE equations are 

m NE 
[K]£  ̂= S [Ke\dq ̂ "LdPe^d? (2.62) e=\ e=\ 

where d\5 and dP are incremental global nodal displacement and load 
vectors, respectively. 
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2.3.7 Solution Schemes for Nonlinear FE Equations 

Nonlinear finite element equations have to be expressed as incremental 

equations, because the element stiffiiess matrix [FC] is a function of unknown 

displacements {q} and its derivatives. Therefore, the solution methods for 

nonlinear problems have to be addressed. 

For each incremental step, the equation solving can be treated as that in 

elastic FEM by adopting standard solution methods for linear equations, 

such as Gauss elimination method for general unsysmmetric linear 

equations. 

To get the solutions for the whole deformation process, more complex 

solutions are required and different solution methods may produce 

considerably different results, so to review and compare the existing solution 

methods is essential to select the most effective solution method for 

nonlinear problems, Owen and Hinton[1980]. 

Incremental equations can be solved by three methods: 

(i) iterative method, 

(ii) incremental method 
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(iii) the combined incremental-iterative method 

After review and comparison of different solution methods, a modified 

Newton-R^hson incremental-iterative solution method, Desai and Abel 

[1972], will be selected and adopted for the test problems and applications 

to electronic packaging problems in this dissertation. The review and 

comparison are briefly given in the following sections. 

2.3.7.1. Iterative Methods 

For simpUcity, one-dimensional case is used to demonstrate the various 
methods. 

2.3.7. la Direct Stiffness Method 

The solution is based on the following formulation 

K,=Kiq;)  

Fi = K,q,-, i=l,2,... (2.63) 
where q, K and F represent displacement, stif&iess and force vectors 

respectively(Fig.2.4). For two-dimensional problems, all (l/AT,) here 
denotes the inversed stififoess matrix 

In this method, the steps are as follows(Fig. 2.4) 

Step 1 
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F 

q 

Fig. 2.4 Schematic of Direct Stiffuess Method 



K„=K(q=0)=K(0), 9i=£, 

Ki^K((n), F,=a:,9, 

Step 2 

9 2  =  ̂ ,  

•••• 

Stop 

\F-F, \  < Tolerance I 

or 

\qi - qi-i I ^ Tolerance! 

Features of The Direct Stijfhess Method 

Merits: 
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Both high and low initial trial solutions produce monotonic convergence 

path for convex stress-strain relation. 

De e 

The iterative process is unstable for a concave stress-strain relation; the 

convergence of the solution scheme is not guaranteed and can not be 

predicted at the initial solution stage, Owen and Hinton[1980]. 

2.3.7.1 b Newton-Raphson Method 

The formulation is described in Fig. 2.5 and can be described as 

Step 1 

^ 1 = ^ ,  Ki~Kiq\)  

Fx=Kxqu AFi=F-Fi (2.67) 

Step i 
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I • 

F 

Kti 

. Ktl 

--~K1 
q 

Fig. 2.5 Schematic of Newton-Raphson(tangent stiffness) Method 
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KM-K{qM), FM-KMQM (2.68) 

Stop 

IF-F,I < Tolerancex 

lA^fl < Tolerance! 

Features of The Newton-Raphson Method 

Merits: 

The iterative process is usually convergent for both convex and concave 

stress-strain relations. 

Demerits: 

When the initial guess is not close to the exact solution, the computed 

results may diverge, Zienkiewicz[1986]. 

(2.69a) 

(2.69b) 
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2.3.7.1c Initial Stiffiiess Method 

This method can be understood by comparing it with direct stiffiiess method 

and Newton-Raphson method. 

• Direct stiffiiess method 

- changing stiffiiess method 

• Initial Stiffiiess Method 

- Constant stiffiiess method 

• Newton-Raphson Method 

- Changing tangential stiffiiess method 

Features of Initial Stiffness Method 

Merits: 

The computational cost for the stiffiiess calculation is significantly reduced. 

Demerits: 

However the convergence rate is also decreased. Therefore the overall 

computational efficiency may not be improved. 
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F 

q 

Fig.2.6 Schematic of Initial Stiffness Method 
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2.3.7.1 d Modified Newton-Raphson Method 

This method is a combination of initial stiffoess method and 

Newton-Raphson method(Fig.2.7), Desai and Abel [1972]. That is, for "m" 

number of iterations, stiffoess value is not changed. So the merits of the two 

methods are also combined. 

2.3.7. Id The Arch-Length Method 

This method is a modified initial stifBiess method with a reference 

arch(Fig.2.8). It is a fast incremental/iterative solution procedure, but the 

computer implementation is relatively complex and uncommon. 

2.3.7.2. Incremental Scheme 

The whole stress-strain relation curve is usually complex, sometimes 

convex, sometimes concave and sometimes is abruptly changing in slope. 

Consequently, none of the iterative methods discussed so far can guarantee 

convergence in all circumstances regardless of what initial trial values and 

stress-strain relations are used. 

One simplest incremental method is Euler's method(Fig. 2.9). For 

explanation purpose, the formulation for the equal incremental step is 

described as follows: 
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F 

q 

Fig.2.7 Schematic of Modified Raphson Method 
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q 

Fig.2.8 Schematic of Direct Stiffness Method 
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F 

M'2r-
l 

M'l~ 

~~U-1~--U~3--------------------------------q~ 

Fig.2.9 Schematic of Incremental Stiffness Method 
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Step 1 

AFi=f = Af, , i=l,2,...^ 

^ 1 = ^ .  « i = ^ i  ( 2 . 7 0 )  

Step 2 

Ki = a:(̂ i) 

A92=^, qi = qx+i^i (2.71) 

Stepi 

Ki^Kiqi-x) 

(2.72) 

Features of Incremental Stiffness Method 
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Incremental method allows piecewise analysis of nonlinear problems like 

finite element discretisization, which enhances better representation of local 

properties of stress-strain relations. 

However, the incremental method may introduce accumulation error when 

the number and size of the incremental steps are very large. 

2.3.7.3. Incremental-Iterative Method 

One successful method is incremental-Newton-Raphson Iterative method, 

Desai and Abel [1972], which combines the merits of both incremental and 

iterative methods, and overcomes their demerits. The schematic is given in 

Fig. (2.10) and this method is adopted in this dissertation. 

2.3 .8 Computational Error and Convergence Accuracy 

Numerical methods are relatively general methods, but also approximation 

methods, the knowledge of where the possible errors come from is veiy 

important to conduct acceptable FEM computations. Cook [1980]. Some 

major errors will be discussed in the following sections. 
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F 

q 

Fig. 2.10 Schematic of Incremental-Iterative Method 

Or Modifed Newton-Raphson Method, Desai and Abel [1972] 
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2.3.8.1 Numerical Error 

2.3.8. la. Modeling Error 

FEM computation is based on some constitutive models to represent the 

actual physical problems. To reduce constitutive modeling error, the 

constitutive models have to be carefully selected. In this dissertation. 

Disturbed state concept, Desai and coworkers [1986-1994], is adopted for 

this purpose. 

In the deterministic modeling, the characteristic parameters(material, 

geometry and loads) for a group of similar electronic components are 

assimied to be the same by using average values of them without considering 

any random variations, this also introduces some modeling error as the 

actual situation is there are no identical components, even though they are 

designed and manu&ctured to be the same. To further increase the modeling 

accuracy, stochastic analysis method considering the variation distribution of 

characteristic parameters will be adopted in this dissertation in Chapters 6 

and 7. 

2.3.8.1b. Discretization Error 
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This error is mainly from finite element discretization of geometry and 

physical parameters. Therefore, for ordinary finite element analysis, 8-node 

2nd-order elements are used and the 4-node bilinear finite elements are only 

formulated for adaptive finite element computation for the prescribed 

accuracy. 

2.3.8.1c. Round OfiFError 

It is also called truncation error due to the limitation of computer capacity. 

Newer computers with double-precision algorithm designed are always 

recommended for the purpose of reducing round oS error. 

2.3.8.Id. Inherited Error 

It is mainly the amassed error, such as in iterative and incremental solution 

methods. In the incremental and iterative methods, the error from the 

previous steps will be accumulated or inherited when the next steps of 

computations are conducted. The accumulated error is also called inherited 

error(from previous steps). Therefore, the number of iterative and 

incremental steps should be carefiilly selected and tested. More iterative 

and incremental steps, less modeling error, but maybe more amassed error. 

So to obtain overall acceptable accuracy, the inherited and modeling errors 

should be well balanced. 
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2.3.8.le. Manipulation Error 

When developing computer code, some attention should be paid to some 

avoidable manipulation error, such as using very small value in the 

denominator. A small error in the small denominator can be significandy 

amplified in the final solution. Therefore, it is highly recommended not to 

avoid using small denominators unless the small denominators are 

unavoidable, for example, in the case of ill-conditioned matrix. 

2.3.8. If Ill-Conditioning Error 

This is like the manipulation error, usually due to a matrix when it is ahnost 

singular or with large condition numbers. For these kinds of matrices, 

solution methods such as Gauss elimination methods should be carefully 

designed and utilized. Sometimes, the ill-conditioning of the system matrix 

is inherently caused by constitutive modeling or physical requirements, for 

example, the structural instability in localization problems; in this case, 

adaptive FEM will be adopted to increase accuracy to reduce the overall 

computational error. 

2.3.8.2 Convergence Accuracy 
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A numerical method is based on (piecewise) approximation, so it is 

impossible or unwise to try to eliminate the numerical errors. It is only 

possible to reduce them as much as possible by some remedies. On the other 

hand, the beauty of a numerical method like FEM resides in that it can 

converge to exact solutions as the mesh is refined in the limit, and different 

FEM may have different convergence rates. Therefore the most effective 

approach to obtain acceptable numerical results is to design or select 

convergent numerical methods(adaptive FEM) and convergent iterative and 

incremental solution methods as discussed before. 

In this dissertation, the compatil)le finite element method which passes 

constant stress patch test, is compatible and monotonically convergent, is 

applied to localization analysis and to adaptive FEM for tracing localization 

zones. And the modified incremental-Newton-Raphson Iterative method, 

Desai and Abel [1972], which combines the merits of both incremental and 

iterative methods, is adopted in this dissertation to balance the dicretization 

and inherited errors for a minimal overall error. 
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2.4 Constitutive Models 

2.4.1 General 

Constitutive or stress-strain laws of engineering materials play a significant 

role in providing reliable results from any solution procedure including the 

finite element method. The simplest established constitutive laws used in 

engineering are linear such as Hooke's law. Here some more advanced 

constitutive laws will be reviewed. 

2.4.2 Theory of Plasticity 

Elasto-plasticity is mainly based on the following criteria and rules, Owen 

and Hinton [1980], Desai Et. al.[1983]: 

- A yield criterion 

- A flow rule 

- A hardening rule 

- A softening criterion 

A hypothetical elasto-plastic systematic is given below in Fig. 2.11. 
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f 

Fig.2.11 Schematic of an Elasto-Plastic Stress-Strain Curve with 
Unloading and Reloading. After Desai and Siriwardane [1983]. 
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The elastoplasticity fonnuladon is obtained based on certain yield criterion 
and function. 

2.4.3 Yield Criterion and Yield Function 

The yield criterion is associated with a yield surface on which the elastic 

deformations reach the limit, while the yield surface is governed by a yield 

fimction in terms of stresses or stress invariants and other parameters, such 

as hardening and softening parameters. Several classical yield criteria or 

yield flmctions are reviewed here. 

2.4.3.1 Von Mises Yield Criterion and Yield Function 

This criterion is known as distortional energy theory. According to this 

theory, plastic yielding is initiated when the distortional energy reaches a 

limit. The corresponding yield function is 

F=y3J^-r(K) = 0 (2.73) 

where r(ic) is to be determined by experiments, usually equivalent to the 

yield strength (Tye/</for one-dimensional case, while K is a hardening 

parameter. The second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor in tenns of 
principal stresses <y,(/ = 1,2,3) is given by 
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JlD-

= ^[(<yI - 02)^ + (az - a3)^ + (<13 - CTI)^] (2.74) 

where CT,-(i=l,2,3) are principal stresses and the deviatoric stress tensor is given as 

Sij — Gfj — 2^ijGkk (2-75) 

cTiWr = CTii+a22+CT33 =cyi)c + ar3y+ azr (2 76) 

5/, = l(/=y) 

and 

5/y = 0(/ ̂ J) 

2.4.3.2 Tresca Yield Criterion and Yield Function 

According to this criterion, the plastic yielding begins when a shear stress 

reaches its maximum. The corresponding yield function is therefore given by 

cTi~a3  =  r (K)  (2 .77 )  

where it is assumed that the principal stresses follow 

C7i>CT2>CT3 (2.78) 
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The basic di£ference between Von Mises and Tresca criteria can be 

illustrated on 7C-plane(<Ti+cT2 + tT3 =0)^ig.2.11). Both Von Mises and 

Tresca criteria are characterized by that the compressive and tensile 

strengths are defined to be identical, which may not always true for all 

materials. 

2.4.3.3 Mohr-Coulomb Yield Criterion and Yield Function 

This is an extension of fiiction principle that the shear strength increases 

with increasing nonnal stress on the failure plane: 

F=^Jism^ + Jj^(cosQ--^smQsm^)-ccos^ = 0 (2.79) 

e = 4sin-'(-if^). (2.80) 

with 

(2.81) 

and c is cohesion and (|) is internal fiiction angle. 

2.4.3.4 Drucker-Prager Yield Function 
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Tresca 

VonMises 

Fig.2.lla Comparison of Von Mises and Tresca Criteria 
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Mohr-Coulomb yield function is complex and singular when 6 = ±30°, so a 

simplified criterion was proposed by Drucker and Prager independently, 

F = olJI + •JJiD K = 0 (2.82) 

where 

a = — (2.83) 
y3(3-sin<|>) 

6c  ̂ (2.84) 
yj(3-sin<|))  ̂  ̂

with the same definitions of c(cohesion) and <|) (internal fiiction angle) in 

Mohr-Coulomb criterion. 

From the Fig. 2.12, it is seen that Drucker-Prager yield function has no 

singularity anymore, but it loses the merit of different compressive and 

tensile strengths in Mohr-Coulomb criterion. 

2.4.4 Hierarchical Single Surface^SS) §oModels 

This most basic general model, Desai, Somasundaram and Frantziskonis 

[1986], is a more comprehensive model for various materials and can be 

used to represent the relative intact state for disturbed state concept, and is 



HISS Mohr-Coulomb 

Fig.2.12 Comparison ofMohr-Coulomb, 

Drucker-Prager and IDSS Criteria 
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characterized by the single yield surface governed by the yield function in 

terms of invariants(Ji,y2D,</3D) and a hardening parameter, Gt based on 

plastic strain trajectory. 

F= F(yi,y2D>*Az),tt) (2.85a) 

where J\, Jm and Jw are the first invariant of the stress tensor, and the 
second and third invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor, respectively. The 
specific expression is given as 

^•= [y(^)'-a {^)"](1 - pSr)" (2.85b) 

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure, yand p are material constants 

related to the ultimate envelope, m is -0.5 for most materials and n(=2.12 

usually) is the material constant indicating the phase change, at which point 

the material transits fi'om the contractive to dilative state. 

(2.86) 

where 

= CTll +CT22+^^33 (2.87) 

is the first invariant of the stress tensor, the hardening parameter is 

a= |rr (2-88) 
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with material constants a I, r)i and 

(2.89) 

is the plastic strain trajectory and is the increment of the plastic strain 
tensor. The major features of HISS model are: 

(1) The yield surfece is a single continuous function for the entire range of 

the deformation history(Fig.2.13), Desai et al. [1986], unlike other yield 

surfaces for critical state model(Fig.2.14), Schofiel and Wroth,[1968] and 

CAP model(Fig.2.15), dimaggio and Sandler,[1971]; 

(2) While HISS yield surface is never singular(Fig.2.12), unlike Tresca, 

Mohr-Coulomb, critical state model(Fig.2.14)and CAP model(Fig.2.15); 

(3) The compressive and tensile strengths can be adjustable and do not have 

to be equal(Fig.2.12 ), unlike Von Mises, Drucker-Prager, cap and critical 

state models. 

(4) One of most important features is its generality, that HISS can 

degenerate to traditional-type classical models. 

For example, assume 

p =a= 0 (2.90) 

Then the HISS yield function degenerates to 
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3R 

Fig.2.13 Schematic ofJi - Jjw stress space, 
after Chia and Desai[1994] 
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Critical state line 

Singularity 

q - Shear stress p=average pressure 

Fig.2.14 Critical state model with multi-yield surfaces 

and with singularity on the sur&ce 
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Drucker-Prager 

Von Mises 

Singularity 

f - Failure y - Yield 

q - Shear stress p=average pressure 

Fig.2.15 CAP model with multi-yield sur&ces 

and with singularity on the surface 
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f=-T[-^2D-Y(./' + 3«)^] = 0 (2.91) 
Pa 

or 

Jw = yiJ" + 3/0^ = (2.92) 

For Von Mises yield fiinction, 

K = ^ (2.93) 

Then y and R can be defined by 

yield + 3/^)2 = (2.94) 

In this dissertation for metal analysis, the following parameters are selected 

according to Basaran[1994], 

P = 0 (2.95) 
n=2.12 (2.96) 

which means the compressive and tensile strengths are the same. 

The HISS model not only has a single yield surface without singularity 

unlike Tresca model, etc., but like Drucker-Prager yield function, it 

indicated cohesion effect inherently. For example, set 

P = d = J l = 0  ( 2 . 9 7 )  
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Then we have 

^ = i[-/2D - ?(3i0^] j-=o = 0 (2.98) 
Pa 

So the cohesion c(Fig.2.13) is obtained as 

c « piDiJ" = 0) = (2.99) 

2.4.5 Flow Rule 

According to this flow rule, the incremental plastic strain vectors are 

assumed to be proportional to the gradient of a plastic potential function (Q) 

with respect to the stresses 

= (2.100) 

where ^ is a constant called plastic multiplier. For some materials and 

mathematical(uniquness) consideration, we assume 

0 = F (2.101) 

which is referred to as associative plasticity. When Q*^F, the materials 

follow the non-associative flow rule. 

For associative flow rule. 
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H (2.102) 

which is also called die nonnality^ rule, because ^ is a vector perpendicular 

to the yield sur&ce represented by F. 

2.4.5.1 Constitutive Matrix 

Considering the following relations: 

Flow rule: 

dzlj = (2.103) 

Loading Criterion: 

+ = 0 (2104) 

Then we have the incremental stress-strain relation for elasto-plasticity in 

matrix form: 

dtj^C'Pde (2.105) 

where the constitutive matrix with hardening is given as 

where [C®] is the elasticity material matrix and H is the hardening 
parameter given by 
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t t_ dFdK I dF dF 
~ daijdaij 

with 

(2.107) 

A 
E= (2.108) 

When H=0, the above relation corresponds to perfect plasticity. 

2.4.5.2 Computer Implementation 

Unlike HISS model which indirectly includes classical yield criteria and can 

be implemented in a unified manner, special treatment has to be made to 

include other classic models in a computer code, Owen and Hinton[1980]. 

For this purpose, the expression for is written in the following general 

form 

 ̂ Sc t - ' '  

da f '^de^da* (2.109) 

where 6 is given by equ(2.80) and 

r I f ^3 t 3J3D f S^jrp 
^da* ~  da * j -  ^  5ct 'J  

2D 
(2.110) 

with 



3̂D = jSikSklSli 

where 5,y is given in equs(2.75) and (2.76). Therefore we have 

{%}=cd' ' i }+c2{a2)+c, {a3}  

where 

{ai> = {§•} = {1,1.1,0,0.0}'-

{«2> = {^> = Jj^{5.,5^,5„2v,2v,2t«}'' 

{"3} = {^> = {(5^5, - (SA -xi + ̂ J2D), 

(SySx + y/2D\ 2(Ta2'Ciy Sx'tyz^ 

2(T^Tjy — SyTj[j), 2(T^TX2 ~ »5jTJ^) } ̂  

and 

a/i 

_ _ .131139 5F 

J f  l , 3 F  
 ̂ 2cos30j«50 
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(2.111) 

(2.112) 

(2.113) 

(2.114) 

(2.117) 

(2.118) 

(2.119) 

(2.120) 
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Substitute F for Von Mises, Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb models, 

into the above expressions for c,(i~ 1,2,3), we have the following 

expressions which are suitable for computer program. 

Model Cl C2 C3 
Von Mises 0 73 0 

Drucker-Prager a 1 0 

Mohr-Coulomb jsincj) * 

^2 
* 

C3 

with 

C2 = cos0[(l + tan0tan3e + sin(j)(tan30-tan0)/i/J)] (2.121) 

« sin0+cos0 sinib ^ 
^^3 = 2/:ocos3e (2.122) 

By use of the above manipulation, the computer program can be more 

readily made, in which only the parameters C/ need to be changed according 

to Von Mises, Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb criteria. 
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CHAPTERS. 

ADVANCED CONSTITUTIVE LAWS 

- DISTURBED STATE CONCEPT 

3.1 Introduction 

Constitutive modelling toward characterization of the mechanical response 

of solid materials and interfaces/joints have been the subject of considerable 

current research interest. This is because, both analytical and numerical 

methods have to be based on constitutive modelling. Theories of elasticity, 

plasticity, thennoplasticity, thermoviscoplasticity, continuum damage, 

micromechanics are often used to develop constitutive models for 

engineering materials. 

The idea of the DSC, in a simple form, was proposed in Desai (1974), and 

was subsequendy generalized (Desai (1987, 1992), Desai and Ma (1992). 

Armaleh and Desai (1994), Katti and Desai (1995), Chia and Desai (1994)]. 

It is based on the assumption that the deforming material element is a 

mixture of material parts in two reference states, relative intact (RI) and 

fully adjusted(FA) states. Its observed behavior can then be expressed in 
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terms of the behavior of material parts in the two reference states, through 

the disturbance function. 

3.2 Disturbed State Coiicept(DSC) 

Previously, various plasticity yield models and criteria have been reviewed 

and analyzed for perfect plasticity and plasticity with hardening. To finther 

study material softening, an advanced constitutive law is adopted in this 

dissertation which was called disturbed state concept constitutive modeling 

developed by Desai and coworkers[1974-1994]. Details of the DSC are 

given elsewhere [Desai et.al., 1974-1996]; a brief description, is presented 

below. 

In the DSC, it is assumed that applied mechanical and environmental forces 

cause disturbances or changes in the material's microstructure with respect 

to its behavior under its relative intact (RI) and fiilly adjusted (FA) states in 

the material. The RI state refers to the behavior of the material part that 

excludes the influences of factors such as friction, anisotropy, 

microcracking, damage, softening, and stiffening or growth. The material in 

the RI state is often modeled by using a continuum theory. The FA state 

refers to the asymptotic ("equilibrium") state to which the material tends to 

in the ultimate stages of deformation. The material in the RI state is 
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transfonned continuously into the FA state through a process of natural 

self-adjustment of its microstructure. 

At any stage during deformation, the material is treated as the mixture of the 

RI and FA parts, which are distributed (randomly) over the material 

elements(Fig.3.1). The RI and FA states of die material are called the 

reference states. The material is initially in a fiill or a partial RI state, 

depending upon the initial disturbance, due to factors such as initial stresses, 

anisotropy and manufacturing. During the deformation, the volume of the 

material in the FA state increases, and the volume of the RI state material 

decreases. This process involves continuous interaction between the material 

parts in the RI and FA states. The observed response of the mixture is 

expressed in terms of the responses of the materials in the RI and FA states 

by using the disturbance fimction, which can be considered to denote 

deviation of the observed behavior from those of the two reference states. 

3.2.1 Relative Intact State 

The behavior of the material in the RI state can be simulated by using a 

theory based on continuum mechanics such as linear or nonlinear elasticity, 

elastopiasticity, viscoplastici^ or thermoviscoplasticity. 



Cluster 

Transition 

in it i a I Intermediate " ·Fa i I u r e ' ' 

D Relative Intact Zones 

Schematic 

Fully Adjusted 
tfJJ (Critical) Zones 

Local Instability 

Fig.3.1 Schematic of relative intact and fully adjusted clusters in DSC, 
Desai and T oth[ 1996] 
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AU the previously described elasto-plastic models including Von Mises, 

Tresca, Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager and hierarchical single 

surface(HISS) models, can be utilized as the relative intact response. In this 

research, the general HISS (So) model, Desai, Somasundaram and 

Frantziskom's[1986], is adopted for the intact response. 

3.2.2 Fully Adjusted State 

There are several plausible assumptions for the FA state((T^), such as, 

(1) the "failed" material which acts like a "void" as in the classical damage 

theory and can cany no stress at all, Kachanov[1986]; 

(2) it can carry hydrostatic stresses but no shear stress, like a constrained 

liquid, 

(3) or it can continue to carry the shear stress for a given hydrostatic stress, 

reached up to that point and can deform under constant volume, as in the 

case of the critical state soil mechanics concept; here the material acts like a 

constrained liquid-solid. 

As the FA material is constrained by the surroimding RI material, the two 

latter simulations are considered to be more realistic than the first one. hi 
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this proposal, the constrained liquid FA alternative is applied to modeling 

the localization, for instance, shear bands. 

The DSC includes the coupled (observed) response, as it is influenced by 

the collective behavior of the interacting mechanisms in the RI and FA 

states. Hence, the material response is represented in an integrated manner 

based upon the responses of the materials in the RI and FA states. Thus, it is 

not necessary to measure and define particle level constitutive response, as 

in the case of micromechanics models. Also, since the microcrack 

interaction is included implicitly in the model, it is not necessary to 

superimpose effects of forces and kinematics in individual or collected 

microcracks with the damage theory, Bazant[1987]. 

A schematic of stress-strain response by disturbed state concept is given in 

Fig.3.2. Fig.3.2a shows the disturbance to represent yielding/hardening 

deformation with elasticity as relative intact state, while Fig.3.2b 

demonstrates the disturbed state concept to reflect elastoplastic deformation 

with both yielding and softening by assuming the elastoplasticity to relative 

intact state. 

3.2.3 Formulation and Disturbance Function of the DSC 
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cr 

Fig.3.2a Schematic of disturbance based on elastic behavior as RI state 
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(J Elasto-Piastic Hardening . • 

Residual (Ultimate) 

~ 

Fig.3.2b Schematic of disturbance based on elastoplastic behavior as RI state 
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The DSC can be understood and formulated from a simple force equilibrium 

equation: 

F = P+F^ (3.1) 

where F is observed force, P and P are initial(intact) and critical(fully 

adjusted) states respectively. 

Dividing it by the total area A=A' yields 

A A' ^ ' 

Let 

D=f (3-3) 

and 

A A 
=  1 - D  ( 3 . 4 )  

By generalizing the above 1-D case, we have the basic DSC equation in 

tensor form 

(Jij = (1 - D)i3\j + Dal (3-5) 
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Differentiatioa of equ(3.5) gives 

dtSij = (1 -DWij (3.6) 

dcij = d&ij - {Pdcs'ij + (3.7) 

ctey = d^\j - diPa'ij) + i/(/>CTj) = doy - </(Z>aJ) (3.8) 

where 

d{Pcs]j) = De/a;^ + a^jdD 

Gjj — CT,y CT,y 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

which are relative stresses with respect to intact and fully-adjusted states 

and 

£) = D„(l-e-^^°) (3.11) 

which is defined as disturbance function. The systematic of the disturbance 

function is depicted in Fig.3.3. 

At this time, the disturbance, D, is assumed to be a scalar for simplicity; 

however, it can be expressed as a tensor, Desai and Toth[1996]. Here A and 
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Fig.3.3 Schematic of disturbance function as dependent on parameters 
such as mean pressure and temperature, Desai and Toth[ 1996] 
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Z are material parameters, Du is the value of D corresponding to the 
residual condition. The trajectory of deviatoric plastic strains, Ê j, is 

Here, is based on irreversible or plastic strains corresponding to the 

observed response. However, as a simplification, it can be approximated in 

terms of plastic strains corresponding to the relative intact response. 

Comparisons with and differences between the DSC, and the classical 

damage models, damage models with microcrack interaction, 

micromechanics models and self-organized critically(SOC) concept are 

already discussed by Desai[1995], Desai and Toth[1996]. 

The incremental form of equ(3.5) is given by 

i,o =l(dEf;,dE^j)"^ (3.12) 

dcsij — Cjjicidzki — Cyia^ki — (P'^ki — Cyi^)dkj 

(3.13) 

or in matrix form for FBM formulation 

da = (C - C^)de = C^^ds (3.14) 
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where matrices C and will be given in next section. 

3.3 Hierarchical Features of DSC 

If elasto-plastic state is selected to be relative intact(RI) state, then the 

general DSC matrix is 

QDSC ̂  Qep-QO^Qe^CP-C^ (3.15) 

with elasto-plastic constitutive matrix 

[C'P]  = [C^] - fy<rrfof3F» ap r ap aF tiq 
lao' "ai' asoiaffwiaomiiJ 

(3.16) 

where [C®]=elastic stifl&iess matrix, F=HISS yield function. It is obvious 

that for the above case, DSC can degenerate to particular cases such as 

elasticity, plasticity, elasto-plasticity. 

If the critical/fully adjusted state is defined as carrying only hydrostatic 

pressure of intact state. 

(3.17) 
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thea the DSC constitutive matrix can be given explicitly by 

= D[C'̂ \-\Ddiatiicfu ic%, SC^, 0,0,0] y=i /=i /=i 

(3.18) 

where R is given by 

i/£) = IWE={R}{i/8} (3.19) 

in which {R} was given by Basaran and Desai [1994] as 

R = 
f a y  d F  |iy; 
las' I*- a?olaom„a(T«,J 

(3.20a) 

and 

diagii a, iCj^, i a, 0,0,0] = M j=i j*l ^ 

1.̂  

(3.20b) 
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3.4 Thermal DSC Constitutive Modeling 

According to Chia and Desai[1994], the thermal DSC constitutive law is 

conveniently implemented in a manner that all the major material parameters 

are expressed in terms of current temperature. For example. 

£9 = (3.21) 

where 0 is the current temperature in Kelvin(27''c = 300°A!). E is the 
Young's modulus at the room temperature and kE is determined with 

laboratory tests. Similarly, 

ai9=ai(4)*'" 

and so on. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

3.5 Unified FEM (Code) With DSC Model 
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The hierarchical feature of DSC law described before has made possible 

DSC FEM(code) to be implemented in a unified, user-interactive manner. 

The DSC FEM stiffoess matrix is given as 

B^C^Bdv (3.25) 

The corresponding DSC FEM computer code is characterized by that only 

one most general input datafile for thermal elesto-plasticity with hardening 

and softening is needed to be prepared, then more than ten options can be 

run conveniently through screen-interaction without spending time preparing 

datafiles for each one. This has made the input errors as few as possible. 

An example of the on-screen user-interactive manu for the unified DSC 

FEM code is given in Appendix I. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

LOCALIZATION, INSTABILITY 

AND WELL-POSEDNESS 

Here localization includes softening or shear bands, and instability will be 

discussed with respect to material instability, structural and numerical 

instability. Their relations will be briefly discussed. 

4.1 Material InstabiUty 

Material instabihty occurs when the inequaUty of incremental work, 

Hill[1958] 

dZijdGij>0 (4.1) 

is violated, or equivalently for incrementally-linear stress-strain relations 

d^ij — CijkldSkl (^*2) 

we have material instability if, Deborst et al.[1993] 

Det(Cijkj + Ckjij) = 0 (4.3) 
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or in matrix form 

£>er(C^ + Q = 0 (4.4) 

The symmetric case for associative yield theory 

C^=C (4.5) 

is only a special case of the above condition in equ(4.4). 

4.2 Structural Instability 

Accumulated material instabiUty may finally lead to structural instability of 

the whole body in case, Deborst et. al.[1993] 

lydEijdOi] > 0 (4.6) 

is not satisfied. Here V denotes the volume of the whole structure. 

4.3 Numerical Uniqueness and Structural Instability 

From FEM point of view. 
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dz = B</q 

do - CBdq 

so structural instability is represented by 

+QB]«fti = rfq^(K'' + IQ<Ai so (4.9) 

where K is the FE global stiffiiess matrix. Structural instability is associated 

with loss of postive-definiteness of the FEM global stiffiiess matrix K 

Z)e/(K^ + K) = 0 (4.10) 

when the structure is in a state of neutrally stable equilibrium. 

Material instability first occurs locally at certain locations. In FEM 

computation, maybe certain elements begin to have nonpositive-definite 

stif&iess matrices. With the external load increased, more amount of material 

will be in a state of instability, and this corresponds to more unstable finite 

element stiffoess matrices(ke) in the assembled global finite element 
NE 

stiffiiess matrix K =s Z k«, here NE is the total nimiber of elements of a e=l 

mesh for a structure. Amassed loss of positive-definiteness of K may lead 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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to numerical instability of system of finite element equations, or singularity 

of global stiffiiess matrix of FEM, 

Der(K) = 0 (4.ii) 

which corresponds to at least one zero eigenvalue. 

4.4. Outstanding Problems in Localization Modeling and Analysis 

For a structure with specific boundary conditions and loads or imperfection, 

the structural instabiUty will emerge as localization deformation. In case of 

localization, very strange and unpredictable FEM results are usually 

obtained if the traditional elasto-plasticity law and FEM are adopted, De 

borst et. al.[1993] and Zienkiewicz et. al.[1995]. 

(1) Some researchers(e.g. De Borst et. al.[I993] ) pointed out that the 

unpredictable computed results are due to loss of well-posedness of 

constitutive laws at and after the critical state of material softening. One 

condition for loss of well-posedness is the ellipticity condition; 

DetinjCijuiti) = 0 (4.12) 
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where M/ are the directional cosines of sur&ce normal. This ellipticity 

condition indicates that there is some kind of discontinuity after loss of 

positive-definiteness of the material tangent operator C. 

It has been described in Reference, de Borst et. al. [1993] that to satisfy this 

eUipticity condition, three nontraditional plasticity models have been 

proposed by modifying the traditional continua plasticity model. They are 

Nonlocal Continua, Cosserat Continua and Gradient Continua models. 

4.4.1 Nonlocal Continua 

The nonlocal model uses a weighting function g(s) to obtain the averaged 

strains Yaover the whole domain 

where is the traditional local invariant measure of the plastic strain tensor. 

The essence of this nonlocal model is to redistribute the locahty over the 

whole structure, so as to change the characteristics of the constitutive matrix 

for the purpose of not violating the ellipticity condition in equ(4.12). 

(4.13) 
V 

4.4.2 Gradient Continua 
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Another scheme is gradient model enhanced with higher-order (plastic 

strain) terms in the yield fimction F; for example, the second-order 

derivative here is second-order differential operator. 

Now the yield function F(a, y^) becomes 

The substance of Gradient continua model is the inclusion of gradients in the 

constitutive model to reflect the higher order deformation below a certain 

size scale the interaction between the microstructural carriers of the 

deformation, in hopes of not violating the ellipticity condition. 

4.4.3 Cosserat Continua 

The third one is called Cosserat continua model, in which an internal length 

scale, say 1, is introduced in the whole regime of both elasticity and 

plasticity, the internal length scale is related to micro-curvatures and 

"bending' modulus. For instance, the strains become 

T 
s = [Sxxs Sjy, 8zj, Siy, Zyz, Kxz/jKyj/] (4-15) 

F=F(cr,y^V2yS) (4.14) 

where 

(4.16) 
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ddz 
^'y = lir (4.17) 

are micro-curvatures for a two-dimensional continua. 

The introduced additional degrees-of-freedom at global level may help better 

represent the micro-deformation in the localization zones, so as to avoid the 

ellipticity condition to be violated after the onset of the localization such as 

shear banding. 

In the three models, the basic idea is to introduce some regularization or 

calibration in the traditional plasticity continua theory, so as to continuously 

use traditional continua constitutive laws to model the materials subjected to 

localization deformation which contains certain discontinuity. 

4.4.4 Disturbed State Concept(DSC) 

Like Gradient continua, DSC incorporates disturbance fimction D 

where is the invariant trajectory of the deviatoric strain tensor reflecting 

the shearing localization deformation. 

Like the nonlocal model, the generated additional constitutive matrix [C''] 

in equ(3.18) regularizes the traditional elasto-plastic constitutive matrix. 

D = Du(l - (4.18) 
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And in principle it is possible to select proper disturbance parameter Du in 
D to calibrate the traditional plasticity model, or to express Du in terms of 
internal length parameter as in Cosserat continua, for example, Du can be 
expressed as Du = -^, where L is the geometrical length of the structure and 

I is the internal length scale which can be die minimum width of the 

localization zones. It is obvious that when there is no softening or 

localization(l=0), Du = 0; and when the whole structure is in a limit state of 
softening or localization(/ L), Du tends to be I, which corresponds to 
the My adjusted state. In this dissertation, Du is user selected to be 

between 0.7 and 0.75 according to the material and problem properties. 

4.4.5 Discussion 

(1) Despite the proposed nontraditional constitutive laws, some workers(e.g. 

Zienkiewicz et. al.[1996] ) have pointed out the ellipticity condition in 

equ(4.12) is not reliable and difficult to use in practice. They think that if the 

FEM is properly formulated(using hybrid or mixed FEM) and adaptive 

FEM, the traditional elasto-plasticity theory can provide reasonable 

modeling for localization, by giving some example problems to trace the 

localization zones. 

(2) In this dissertation, it is believed that comprehensive/combined study is 

needed to better solve the arising problems in localization representation 
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from both constitutive and computational aspects. The belief is based on the 

following understanding: 

(i) Ellipticity condition has little to do with loss of uniqueness of FEM 

solutions or structural instability/bifurcation, that's why it's considered to be 

unreliable. This can be understood by the fact that even the elliptici^ 

condition in equ(4.12) is satisfied, the structural instability will lead to 

almost singular global finite element stiffoess matrix: D6/(K) = 0, which 

means loss of uniquness of FEM solutions or the FEM results become 

unreliable due to ill-conditioning error. 

(ii) For nonassociative plasticity, the unsymmetric relation is sufficient to 

cause loss of material instability even if the previously mentioned stability 

inequality is satisfied. De borst et. al.[1993] 

(iii) From numerical viewpoint, advanced FEM and adaptive FEM have to 

base the computations on constitutive laws, [C] matrix, and previous 

acceptable computational information or results. Otherwise, adaptive FEM 

may trace the wrong localization zones. 

Therefore, both a robust constitutive law, DSC with disturbance 

regularization as discussed in Section 4.4.4, and accurate adaptive FEM are 

applied to analysis of localization and electronic packaging problems in this 

study. 
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4.5. Numerical Validations and Applications 

In order to verify the DSC model >vith FE procedure, a number of problems 

have been solved. Here are some of the representative examples: 

(1) Simple (metal) tension plate with imperfection for localization, shear 

banding and mesh dependence; 

(2) Mesh dependence in the plate localization analysis; 

Localization and Mesh Dependence: 

Plate with Imperfection 

A material specimen under biaxial test with width of 60 mm and height of 

180 mm, solved by de Borst, et al. [1993] using gradient enrichment with 

the Drucker-Prager plasticity model, is shown in Fig. 4.3. Details are given 

by Desai and Zhang[1996]. 

An imperfect element with 10% reduction in the strength is provided, as 

shown in the figure. The plate was subjected to incremental displacement =0 

.0001 m at the top. 



Licremeatal displacement 

r~r~i 

3 imperfection 

D cr 

Figure 4.3 Plate with impeifection. 
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de Borst, et al. [1993] used four-node elements with bilinear displacement 

field, and a Hennitian (bicubic) interpolation for the plastic multiplier. 

The DSC model was used with RI response characterized as elastoplastic 

with continuous yielding. The major material parameters are adopted from 

de Borst, et. al.[1993] and a list of material parameters used here are given 

below: 

Elasticity: E = 11920 Mpa 

V=0. 49 

Plasticity: Y= 0.001, (3=0.0, n = 2.12 

a I = 10"^®, ri = 0.2, R=64.6475 

Disturbance: A = 530, Z=1.35, Du-0.60 

According to equ(2.99) for HISS model with no disturbance, R is related 

approximately to y and cohesion c. The specific value of R can be user 

defined to FEM code to produce almost zero initial computed stresses. In 

the present analysis with the DSC model, two mesh layouts were used - 6 x 

18 mesh and 13 x 36 mesh with 8-noded quadrilateral elements. In Figure 

4.4, F = load induced at the top, B = width of the plate, G=observed or 

average stress, V/op^splacement at the top and H = height of the plate. 

The obtained results show the load-displacement curves from the two 

meshes, and indicates no significant mesh dependence. 
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<D 6 x 18 8-node elements 

(i) 13 x 36 8-node elements 

0 0.01 0.02 

Fig. 4.4 Load-displacement curve for a plane-strain biaxial test 



Fig.4.5 Deformation at the peak load(6 x 18 mesh, 8-node element) 



Fig.4. 6 Deformation after the peak load(6 x 18 mesh, 8-node element) 



Fig. 4.7 Deformation at the peak load(13 x 36 mesh, 8-node element) 
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Fig. 4.8 Deformation after the peak load(13 x 36 mesh, 8-node element) 
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show defoimation patterns at the peak and after the peak 

for the 6 X18 mesh, while Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show similar results for the 6 

X 18 and 13 x 36 meshes. The mesh independence of DSC FEM is obvious 

from the computed results. 

Although the deformation, localization and shear banding patterns in the 

present analysis are somewhat different from those in de Borst, et al. [1993], 

the trends arc essentially similar, Desai and Zhang[1996]. The differences 

can be due to factors such as different material model and element 

approximation. 
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CHAPTERS 

ADAPTIVE FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS 

The adaptive FEM is a technique to adapt itself to prescribed accuracy 

by obtaining the (near)optimal meshes based on previous computational 

information. The major aspects and tools are (i)a FEM code, (ii)an 

(automatic) mesh generator and (iii)remeshing error estimator, hi this 

dissertation, the theories for (i) and (iii) will be discussed. Right now there 

are even no completely automatic mesh generators for four-sided elements 

in commercial codes, so manual modification and intervention is usually 

needed when using four-sided elements. 

To further improve the numerical evaluation of locaUzation, adaptive 

FEM has become popular and effective. Zienkiewicz and Zhu[1987,1995] 

5.1 p-Adaptive, h-adaptive and h-p Adaptive FEM 

There are three types of adaptive finite element methods. 

p-Adaptive FEM 

The first type is p-adaptive FEM, in which the element interpolation order is 

increased but the mesh is not refined(Fig.5.1). 



- -
p-adaptive 

c~ 0 ~ 0 c~ 

- -- -
4~ 0 c~ 0 0 

- ft -

Fig.5.1 p-Adaptivity with the order of element interpolation increased 

and mesh unchanged 
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The p-adaptive FEM is very effective for improving accuracy by directly 

increasing the element interpolation order to reduce the interpolation error. 

But the p-adaptive FEM computer code is difficult to develop due to 

complex element formulations, and many times it has to be made by 

element users as it has not been commonly used in existing FEM codes. 

For example, when increasing the element interpolation order by changing 

the 4-node element to 9-node element, then to 25-node element, all these 

three element formulations are different and have to be implemented 

separately. 

h-adaptive method 

The second adaptive FEM is h-adaptive method, in which the element 

interpolation functions or orders are retained, but the mesh is 

refined(Fig.5.2). 
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h-adapdve 
p, 

Fig.5.2 h-ad^tive FEM with mesh refined 

and ekment interpolation fimcticnis retained 

The h-adaptive FEM with mesh refinement usually gets smaller 

convergence rate than the p-adaptive FEM, but the /t-adaptive FEM is very 

convenient to 

use, because one can adopt the existing FEM codes and (automatic) mesh 

generators to complete ^-adaptive computation. 

h-p adaptive FEM 

The third adaptive method is h-p adaptive FEM, in which both h- and p-

methods are simultaneously applied. This method retains the merits of 

p-adaptive FEM, but it still does not remove the demerits of ^-adaptive 

method or keep the merits of /t-adaptive FEM thatonly a single commonly 

used FEM code is needed. 
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So in this dissertation, the most convenient adaptive FEM, h-adaptive FEM, 

is adopted for analysis of electronic packaging problems. 

5.2 Steps to Conduct (h-)Adaptive FEM 

To conduct (^-)adaptive FEM computation, the following basic steps need 

to be taken: 

(a) Use convergent reliable F£M(compatible FEM) and constitutive 

laws(DSC) for FEM computation 

It should be pointed out that some FEM are even not reliable for elastic 

problems and there have been a lot of constitutive laws available now for 

the same material deformation. Some traditional hybrid sress FEM can not 

pass patch test and may have spurious zero energy modes polluting stability, 

reliabhty(convergence and stability) is not guranteed, Zhang[1993, 1996]. 

Traditional elastoplasticity models are also not efGfective for modeUng 

softening materials with locahzation, De Borst, et al.[1993]. 

(b) Initiate a coarse mesh(usually coarse uniform mesh) and perform the first 

round FEM computation; 
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Hg.5.3 An ioitial (coarse unifonn mesh) for adaptive FEM 

(c) Compute ttie nominal locai/element and global/averaged errors; 

After the completion of ordinary FEM computation, then design or adopt 

some error estimator to compute the (local) element error^ EE(i), 

i=l,2,...,6; and the (global) average error, which will be defined in Section 

5.3. 

(d) Check the computed errors with the prescribed errors; if the computed 

errors are larger than the specified, then 

(e) Regenerate the mesh or relocate the nodes according to certain error 

(distribution) estimator or indicator, and by adopting certain remeshing 

strategy(described later) to make an optimal mesh, sometimes a unifonn 

error mesh, Zienkiewicz[1987]; 

For example, when the elements of No 3 and 6 in Fig.5.3 have larger 

errors, then a regenerated mesh can be shown in Fig.5.4. 
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1 

5 

Fig.5.4 Regeneration of mesh according to Error Distribiition 

The strategy will be discussed in Section 5.9 about how to define the 
gradient of mesh refinement. The following Fig.5.5 is the schematic of how 
adaptive FEM is carried out. 

5.3 Uniform Error Mesh and Error Estimator for Pre-sofenting 
Deformation 

A uniform error mesh is a mesh with the error unifonnly distnbuted over 

each element of a mesh, and the uniform degree of error distribution(UD) 

over a mesh is defined by variance of the error: 

UD = r(l 1^/ - AE\ I) < Tolerance 
/=! 

(5.1) 

where i=l, 2, 3,..., NE and II • II denotes the norm of a vector, NE=the 

total number of elements in a mesh, uniform degree tolerance can be 5% 
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lutial mesh 

Ordinary FEM Computation 

f 

Local Element Error Calculation(EE) 

f 

Global Average Error Calciilation(AE) 

EE < Prescribed ? 

AE < Prescribed ? 

Other Remeshing Indicator satisfied ? 

yes No 

Regenerate Mesh 

Fig.5.5 Schematic of Adaptive FEM Computation 
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which is user defined, 6/ are relative element errors and the averaged error, 
AE, is given by 

, NE ,, ,, 
AE^-^^WeM (5^) 

where relative error tolerance can be user prescribed as 5% or higher for an 

acceptable mesh. For the 6-element mesh in Fig.5.3 

NE 
UD =-^"LiWe, - AEW) 

= i[(lle, -^II) + (I|C2 -^ll)+ ... +(lk -^11)] (5.3) 

and 

NE 
= =^[llcill + lle2ll + ... + llc6ll] (5.4) 

It's obvious that the key step to obtain the uniform error mesh is to first find 

the actual element error. 

r * 

Ox 
• 

Ox 

a *  -  a = '  Gy • — < Gy ' 

H 

(5.5) 

where a* is the exact or improved element stress vector and a = Ce is the 

computed element stress from the displacement FEM. 
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In practice, die following error in energy norm is defined and adopted: 

Ikll = -a)^C-'(a' -c)</Fll (5.6a) 

This ener^ error based on tfie stresses in norm is not necessarily the same as that 

defined in plasticity due to tangential stiffiiess C and total stresses are used for 

convenience purpose, but in die program it is made numerically identical to die 
error estimator based on ith incremental stresses da and da*, because 

(a* -a)„h = (o,' -(o, •hdcy) = (a- -a,)~da) (5.6b) 

while in each step of incremental computation, die stress a, is replaced by the 
improved stress a'. Therefore, 

(or* - <y),rt = (da' - dcT)M (5.6c) 

which means equ(5.6a) becomes equivalent to the incremental energy 
foimulation in the structural instability criterion( fyda^dsdT^O). In practice, the 
following relative error in nominal energy norm is further defined and adopted 

for supplemental error check: 

II f (<T--<r)J-C-'«r*-«r)rfF|| 
I le.l I = : (5.6d) 

II J^(T*^C-'cr*«/Fll ^ ' 

which is a relative error which is still an objective evaluation of die computed 

error and a deformation dependent relative error estimator, compared to the 

relative energy error estimator using elastic constitutive matrix C for plasticity. 

The essential difference between any two adaptive FEM results resides in how 

the improved stress C* is computed or obtained A uniform error estimator by 
hybrid stress FEM will be discussed in section 5.6. 
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5.4 Disturbance Remeshing Indicator for Adaptive FEM 

Sometimes, when there is much localization or plastic softening, it becomes 

difGcult to obtain expected uniform error mesh. It means the uniform error mesh 

estimators by extrapolation method, Zienkiewicz and Zhu[1987J and other 

methods may no longer be effective, hi tiiis case, we need a new remeshing 

indicator to further support the adaptive FEM computation for higher 

nonlinearity. 

Initial study shows disturbance function in the DSC can be utilized as another 

simple promising remeshing (error) indicator(£I) for the adaptive FEM in 

localization analysis, 

D=Du(.l-e-'*^o)>D' (5.7) 

which is given by eq|u(3.11), where A, Z and Du are material parameters, D* is 
specified critical value of disturbance and 

4D = f[d£j<iE;]'° (5.8) 

which is given in equ(3.12) as the deviatoric plastic strain trajectory representing 

shearing localization. The reason disturbance D can be used as remeshing 

indicator is that it reflects proportional amount of shearing localization and is 

related to the possible computed error(Fig.5.6). Fig. 5.6 shows the greater die 

plastic softening, the larger the value of the disturbance D, which involves 

greater error. Actually the disturbance function D indicates how much and 

where the softening/localization is in a 
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Structure, and usually the more plasticsoftening, the more computational 

error may occur in and around the localization zone. 

Deviatoiic plastic strain trajectory 

100% 

Fig.5.6 Systematic of Disturbance D vs. error 
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Theiefoie, disturbance indicator in equ(S.7) can be useful for highly 

nonlinear material analysis involving plastic shear strains where uniform 

error meshes are difficult to obtain. 

5.5 Disturbance-Uniform Error Remeshing Indicator for General 

Deformation 

Based on the above consideration, the combined Disturbance-Uniform 

stress error estimator/indicator for adaptive FEM is proposed and utilized 

as adaptive remeshing indicator in this research. 

The combined Hybrid Stress-Disturbance remeshing indicator is 

implemented in the following manner(Fig.5.7): 

Between A and B, there is ahnost no softening or localization, so uniform 

error estimator is adopted; and after the peak point B, softening occurs and 

in the localization zone, disturbance D error/remeshing indicator is 

applied with averaged stress error estimator as a supplemental check. 
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A 
Stress B 

eias.& yielding 

softening 

C 

> 
A Strain 

1. A —> B, by Uniform stress error estimator 

2 .  B —> C, by Disturbance Remeshing indicator 

with average stress error check 

Fig.5.7 The combined Uniform Error-Disturbance 

The major reasons why the combined Uniform Stress-Disturbance 

remeshing indicator is adopted can be summarized as follows: 

(1) During the elastic and yielding zones(pre-softening zone), it is possible 

to obtain optimal mesh(almost uniform error mesh) because the 

computational error distnbution does not have a large gradient yet; both the 

average error(AE) and uniform degree(UD) of error distribution are usually 

supposed to be smaller than the specified; 

remeshing indicator for softening problem 

AE < Tolerance \ (5.9a) 
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UD < Tolerancei (5.9b) 

(2) and it is possfl)le to fonnulate error estimator for uniform error mesh in 

pre-softening zones. 

(3)The disturbance value is still very small before the softening occurs; 

(4) After the peak point B, material softening occurs, accumulation of 

material softening may lead to structural localization. Consequently, 

different parts of the structure may experience different deformations, such 

as unloading and linear elastic, 3delding and nonlinear, softening and highly 

nonlinear. 

The computational errors tend to vary abruptly at different locations 

where materials experience different deformations. Therefore, it is very 

difScult to obtain uniform error mesh as optimal mesh in case there is 

localization deformation. 

(5) Disturbance ftmction D is an effective indicator of the softening in 

respect to location, degree and relative error, the specified critical 

disturbance value D* can be used together with D to signal where to refine 
the mesh. 
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(6) Although it is not possible to obtain uniform error mesh when 

localization occurs, the maximimi eiror can be checked and estimated 

roughly by the stress error estimator. An adaptive FE mesh will be accepted 

if the average error(A£) becomes smaller than the prescribed en'or(e.g. 5%). 

For the softening case, 

AE < Tolerance (S.ioa) 

D > D *  (5.10b) 

where the requirement for uniform degree of error distribution is relaxed and 
replaced by the critical disturbance criterion. Here Z)* is a critical value of 
disturbance which is user specified, usually between 0.5 and 0.9. 

5.6 An Error Estimator by Assumed Stress FEM Formulation 

The previously described uniform error mesh and remeshing indicator are 

based on certain error estimator yet to be formulated. Traditionally, as the 

exact solutions are most unlikely available in practice, the improved 

stresses G* were obtained by extrapolation of stress values from Gaussian 

points, Zienldewicz and Zhu[1987]. 
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An alternative systematic method to compute the improved stresses is the 

proposed assumed stress FEM(GHSE) method, Zhang[1993], which can 

conveniently provide the nominal element error estimator EE(i) which may 

be a difference between a computed value and an improved value, for 

example, between the computed and improved element stresses. 

The following modified principle of minimum potential energy, 

Zhang[1993,1996], is one of the convenient variational principles to 

formulate assumed stress FEM, 

np„(U, <1% z^'CzdV^ 

f/p(e - C-'a')^C(g - (5.1 la) 

or 

np«(U, ff', 

- cy"'(C-^C + l)B)dV+ hrQ^UdV 
(5.11b) 

where, I is identity matrix and C is the constitutive stifbess matrix which 

can be symmetric elastic stiffoess or nonsymmetric stiffiiess for DSC. For 

simplicity od analysis without loss of generaUty, the sysmmrtic case 

(C~^ = C~') is used for derivation of the assumed stress formulation, then 

equ(5.1 lb) becomes: 
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np„(U,a',ji) = fj.e''Ce</r+ 

f Jj<8^C8 + a'''C-''a' -o'̂ 6>/K+ 

(5.11c) 

the assumed displacement is the same as that of displacement FEM, 

U = Nq (5.12) 

and the resulting strain vector is given as 

s = DU = (DN)q = Bq (5.13) 

which is from assumed displacement vector U, the stress vector a* and 
internal parameter ^ are independent from the assumed displacement vector 
U. So the stress o* can be independently assumed as 

= PP (5.14) 

where P is the element stress shape function matrix to be selected later, P is 
independent stress internal parameter vector to be determined indirectly in 
terms of nodal displacement vector q. One feature of the modified principle 
of minimum potential energy is that one additional Enter's equation. Hook's 
law a - Ce, is obtained due to the introduction of the second term. This can 
be seen from 

dj^(.c~C-^a'fC(c-C-^a'W 
da' da' 
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a CE-2E^O*-mi""C-»O*>/K 

= 2n/^<C-^a'-s>/r=0 (5.15) 

As is arbitrary constant, so the above equation implies the satisfaction of 
Hook's law. As the equiHbrium requires 

is actually a least energy fit between the resultant strains e and the assumed 
stresses or*. Under this condition, proper selection of assumed stress 
(7* = Pp in equ(5.14) to fit the resultant strain s may produce better stress 
prediction than the traditional stress computation a - Cs. Concrete form of 
P will be discussed and given in equ(5.51) for 4-node element formulation. 

From the strain-displacement operator D, the stress equilibrium operator 

is readily obtained 

- C-'ct')^C(e -C-'o')rfK= 0 (5.16) 

so the added/second term above 

- C-^<t*)^C(E - C-^a')dV (5.17) 

S/dx 0 dfdy 
0 d/dy dfdx 

(5.18) 

As |j., q and p are an independent parameters, so the equilibrium requires 
the minimum or stationary value of ripm, i.e. 
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(5.19a) 

Substitution of equs(5.13) and (5.14) into equ(5.11c) and variation with 

respect to independent stress parameter P yield 

^ = n[jp^c-'pdvm - /P''B<rt'{q}] 

= ji[«]{p}-(G]{9}=0 (5.19b) 

and 

= [/B^CB<A.]{q} - |N''Q'di 

+|[2 JB^CR/v{q} - 2/B''Pt/v{P}] 

=  [ M { 9 } -  { S }  + f * [ -  [ G l ' ' { p }  ]  ( 5 . 2 0 )  

From the above two equations we have new hybrid element stress 

formulation: 

p = H-'Gq or (5.21) 

{a-} = [P]{p} = [P][H]-'[G]{q} (5.22) 

where 
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H = JP^C-^Pi/v (5.23) 
V 

G = JP''B</i' (5.24) 
V 

and the FE system equations 

[ke] { q }  =  [(1 +^)k^-nk,]{q} = {Qe} (5.25) 

where ^ acts as an interpolating parameter in the above resulting element 
stiffiiess matrix [[ke], 

[ke] = [(1 + ^l)krf - nk*] (5.26) 

where 

[M=JjB]''[C][B]rfK (5.27) 

which is identical to traditional displacement FE stiffiiess matrix in fonn. 

and 

[k,] = [G]'̂ [H]-'[G] (5.28) 
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which is in the same fonn of hybrid stress element stiffiiess matrix, in the 

FE system equations. 

is the equivalent nodal force vector. 

It is interesting to note that the new element stiffiiess matrix [ke] includes 

both displacement element and hybrid stress element stiffiiess matrices and 

is an interpolated combination of both finite element methods. 

This also means the new finite element stiffiiess matrix [ke] can degenerate 

to traditional displacement FB stiffiiess matrix or assumed stress hybrid Fe 

stiffiiess matrix. Whenn = 0 

{Q.>=/[N]'"{Q:}<fe (5.29) 
S 

[ke] = [(1 + n)krf - Mk»] = [M = [B]''[q[B]rfK (5.30) 

When n = I 

[k.] = [(1 + n)k  ̂- nkj] = [kt] = (G1'̂ [H]-|[G] (5.31) 
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Theoretically ^ is an arbitrary constant and carefully selected m(ZO) nuy 

help soften the overstiffiiess of the traditional compatible displacement 

FEM. But for simplicity of FEM computation, in this dissertation fi is 
selected to be zero. Selection of 0) is especially reasonable when the 
(incompatible) displacement finite element sti£Qiess matrix, [k</], can 

(automatically) satisfy the constant strain/stress patch test, which 

consequently requires ^ 0. 

When the total displacement U is divided into computable displacement U, 
and incompatible displacement Ux, 

where N and M are compatible and incompatible displacement shape 

function matrices respectively. 

With the introduction of incompatible displacements, the added term of least 

energy fit can further produce the stress constraint 

This orthogonality stress constraint for hybrid stress FEM is proved to be 

equivalent to stress equihbrium constraint in assumed 

stress element formulation, which is one of major reasons why hybrid stress 

FEM could produce better stress prediction than displacement FEM. 

U = U^ + U;L = Nq + MA. (5.32) 

(5.33) 
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For Wilson nonconforming displacements 

This orthogonaUty stress constraint and equilibrium stress constraint are 

identical in formulating hybrid stress elements. 

In summary, to estabhsh the new general finite element formulation with 

both compatible and incompatible displacement for improved stress 

analysis, the procedure can be outlined as 

Step I ; Propose and adopt the modified principle of minimiim potential 

energy given in equ(5.11); 

Step 2: Interpolate the independent element displacements and the element 

stresses, 

U = U, + Ux 
= Nq + MA. (5.35) 

Xz 
^3 
X4 

(5.34) 

cy'=Pp = {cy-}«[P]{P} (5.36) 
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Step 3: Obtain the resulting element strains 6, substitute the above assumed 
element functions into functional Tlmp, and formulate element stififoess 
matrix, by variation of the modified fimctional 

e = DU 

= (DN)q + (DM)X 

= 8^ + 831 

~ [Bg, Bx] {q, X} = [Bg, B>,] 

K. = [B„ Bx]''[C][B„ ZxW 

q 
X 

\y [Bil^Clp,].^ J^[Bx]''[q[B JrfK 

(5.37) 

Kji Ku 
(5.38) 

Step 4; Assemble the element stiffiiess matrices and equivalent nodal force 
vectors into global stiffiiess matrix Kand global load vector Qg 
respectively 

NE NE 
K  =  [ K ] = I k e = 2 [ M  ( 5 . 3 9 )  

e=l e=l 

NE NE 
Q« = {Q«> = £Q.= 2{Q.} (5.40) 

e=l «=1 
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Step 5: Compute the system equations by the standard solvers for set of 
linear equations and incremetantal/iterative solvers(for nonlinear problems) 

[K]{UG} - {Q^} (5.41) 

for elasticity problems where [K] ^constant; 

{KlidUg} - {dQg} (5.42a) 

= i=0,1,2,... (5.42b) 

for nonlinear elasto«plastic problems. 

Step 6: Compute element stresses. 

c'=PH-'G- =VH-'iyV^edV (5.43) 

or for compatible displacement FEM 

CT*=PH-iGq 

= PH-'J'pP''(DN)</K{q} 

= PH->jyP\dy (5.44) 

which is the new hybrid stress formulation for improved stresses. Here 

H = /,,P''C-'PrfC (5.45) 

For 4-Qode isoparametric plane elements. 
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Fo 0 0 
P= 0 Fo 0 

0 0 Fo 

(5.46) 

where 

Fo = [1 r j] (5.47) 

which is the optimal polynomial and complete in r and s for an isoparametric 

biUnear quadrilateral element. According to ^proximation theory, an 

interpolation function should at least include the lowest ordo* basis 

functions, and is better if it is complete to certain order. In principle, the 

assumed stress polynomial shape function P can be given accordingly for 

8-node plane element, but 8-node plane element already has very high 

interpolation order of displacement, it is not effective or not necessary to 

formulate 8-node assumed stress plane element to improve stress accuracy, 

and this is also veiy costly. 

In the test problems and apphcation of the FEM in this research, no 

incompatible displacements are included for compatible FEM computation 

to ensure monotonic convergence for adaptive FEM. The general FEM 

formulation including both compatible and incompatible displacements is 

discussed to analyze the vaUdity of the assumed stress formulation based on 

displacement FEM, while compatible displacement FEM is just a special 

case of the vahdated FEM formulation. 
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As the element stress shape function matrix is independently assumed, 

usually hybrid stress FEM obtains same order of stress accuracy as that of 

displacements. The traditional displacement FEM produces element stresses 

of lower order accruacy than that of displacements by use of direct 

numerical differentiation of the computed displacemoits, while numerical 

differentiation has been mathematically and numerically proved to be of 

lower order accuracy. Most text books on numerical analysis have some 

corresponding description. 

Traditionally, the element stresses are obtained direcdy by numerical 
differentiation of the computed element displacements. 

and it is well known that displacement FEM produces element stresses a 
which are much less accurate than the computed displacements q by using 

the above equ(5.48). Therefore, there will be a difference between the 

computed stresses(a = Ce) in equ(5.48) by displacement FEM and the 
improved stresses cr* in equ(5.44) by assumed stress method, and the 

element error estimator is readily given as 

where i=l,2,3,...NE and NE==total number of elements. The new hybrid 

stresses <s' 

<y~Ce = C(DN)q (5.48) 

(5.49) 

G' =PH-^!^,P^edy 
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are given by equ( 5.43) and numerically demonstrated to be more accurate 

than that in traditional displacement FEM, Zhang[1993], by equ(5.48). 

This can be understood from the following features of a* : 

(a) Equ(5.15) shows that o* indirectly satisfies the Hook's law in an 

integral sense due to the modified principle of mininiiim potential energy 

and stress equilibrium if incompatible displacements are included; 

(b) Equ(5.16) indicates a* follows the least energy fit with respect to the 
computed strains e; 

(c) and especially in equ(5.43) for element stress computation, 

a* = Pp = 
1 r J 

1 r ^ 
I r s  

{ pi Pa . • • }' (5.51) 

is (assumed ) in polynomial form close to actual stress polynomial 

distributions even when the mesh is composed of distorted or 

non-constant Jacobian elements; it can be shown that the resulting element 

strains of an isoparametric displacement element in equ(5.50) are not 

polynomial but rational functions with isoparametric Jacobian determinant 

in the denominator; this will be briefly discussed later from equ(5.52). 

Here constant Jacobian elements are rectangular and parallel elements and 

rational functions are not polynomial functions but those with polynomials 

in the denominator as in equ(5.52a). 
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(d) Theoretical and numerical studies, 23iang[1993], show a* gives identical 
results with the traditional stress computation ct>Ce, when the mesh is 

regular or composed of constant-Jacobian elements. This is because the 

traditional displacement FEM also provides polynomial strain/stress 

formulation in the case of regular or constant-Jacobian elements. 

Property of Resulting Element Strains of Isoparametric Displacement FEM 

As for the resulting rational element strains and stresses for isoparametric 

displacement FEM, it can be seen by studying the standard isoparametric 

displacement Q4 element. The element strains and stresses of the 4-node 

isoparametric displacement element Q4, can be given in the following 

explicit form. 

e = [B]{q}  ̂

[F][W]{q} 

1 r s 
1 r 5 \m{q} (5.52a) 

1 r s 

K={wfmm (5.52b) 
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<t = CE (5.52c) 

where e and a are actually rational fimction vectors; new version of element 

stiffiiess matrix in equ(5.52b) will be very useful for efficient stochastic 

FEM discussed in Chapter 6; is a rational function matrix, [W] is a 

constant matrix in terms of nodal coordinates, {q} is a constant vector of 

nodal displacements and the function matrix [H] is 

The Jacobian determinant J(r,s)=a+br+cs and constant matrix [W] can also 

be given in explicit form by considering the following derivations: 

(5.52d) 

e = ' Zy ' = DU = (DN)q 

d/dx 0 
0 didy {U} 

d/dy d/dx 
(5.53) 

where the displacement vector is 
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{(/} = u 
V 

^ZNiir.sy 
Ui 
V,-

ai ai a3 04 
as a6 a? ag 

T 
{ 1 r 5 rs } (5.54) 

where 

ai as Ml Vl 
0.2 0L6 = L «2 V2 
OL^ Oil "3 V3 
a4 ag UA V4 _ 

(5.55) 

with 

L = i 

+1 +1 +1 +1 

-1 +1 +1 -1 

-1 -1 +1 +1 

+1 -1 +1 -1 

(5.56) 

The isoparametric coordinates are interpolated as 
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X 

U J 

= i l(l + /-frXl + JiJr)| I 

ai ai as 04 Ir . \T 
A. 6, ft4 

(5.57) 

where 

a\ by xi yi 
02 bi = L X2 yi 
aj b3 X3 yz 
<34 64 _ _X4 y4 _ 

(5.58) 

Now the differentiation of displacements can be carried out to obtain the 

strains as 

dfdx 
d/dy 

= [fl 
-I dfdr 

d/ds 
(5.59) 

where the inverted Jacobian matrix is 

=j dz/dr -dzlds 
-dridr dr/ds 
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b-i + 64/* "(jbi+ 
-(a3+fl4'') QZ+Oas 

(5.60) 

with the polynomial Jacobian detenninant in tenns of (r,s) as 

J = Det[S\ =a+br+cs 
= (^1263 -0362)+(0264 -a4b2)r+(q4b3 -03^4)5 (5.61) 

where a, and bi are given by equ(5.58). 

Similar derivation also yields the constant matrix [W] for the resultant 

strain/stress formulation. 

[W] = [fVa]L (5.62) 

where 

(5.63) 

with 
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0 -as 0 
Ao = 0 ~a4 0 flr2 

0 0 <74 -fl3 
(5.64) 

and 

0 b-i —bz 0 
Bo = 0 ^4 0 —bi (5.65) 

0 0 -64 63 

where a,and 6,are givenby equ(5.58). 

Till now, all the function matrices in the following resulting element stresses 

have already been given explicidy 

which shows the rational property of the element stress computation by 

isoparametric displacement FEM. The explicit expressions for element 

strains and stresses can also be made use of in computer programming. 

The new assumed hybrid stress method is not only more accurate in stress 

computation, but also convenient to use; actually only one subroutine for 

new improved stress computation in equs(5.43) and (5.44) is needed to add 

to the standard FEM codes. The schematic of comparison of stress 

computation methods is given in the following Figure: 

o = :^[C][F][W]{q} (5.66) 
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Element stress 

a finite element 

1 - Actual/analyt^al stress in polynomial fonn 

2 -  Hybckl element stress in polynomial form 

3- Displacement FE stress in rational form 

Fig.5.7a Schmatic of polynomial and rational interpolations 
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5.7 Patch Test and Representative Patch Test Mesh 

Adaptive finite element method is based on the assumption that with the 

more refined mesh, better accuracy will be obtained, Zienkiewicz and 

Zhu[1987]. Therefore the adaptive FEM should better utilize the convergent 

FEM for reUable results. 

The most practical convergence check is constant strain and stress patch 

test, Wilson et. al.[1973] and Taylor et. al.[l976,1986]. This patch test is 

based on the understanding that for a convergent finite element, when the 

mesh is refined in the limit with element size tending to zero, then the strains 

and stresses over an element should be constant. 

In practice, it is impossible to test the mesh with infinitesimal element sizes, 

so the patch test is designed to test the convergence and robustness of an 

element by using a mesh with finite element sizes, however, this test mesh 

should be representative. 

A representative patch test mesh is described below in Fig.5.8. 
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° A / 

—r 

•B 

Pi 

P2=Pl 

Fig. 5.8 A representaive Patch test Mesh 

The patch test loads should generate constant stresses(Fig.5.8); 

(5.77) 

where three stresses are at any locations inside elements A & B, and the 

node C. 

(1) Except the above concentrated loads (Fig.5.8) for a representative patch 

test, there are other kinds of loads for a representative patch test. 

(2)The traction loads for a representative patch test(5.9): 



Fig.5.9 Unifoim traction loads for a representaive Patch test 

(3) Displacement loads for a representative patch test(Fig.5.10): 

U 

Fig.5.10 Uniform displacement loads 
for a representative patch test 

The essential difference between force and displacement load patch test: 
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(i) Force load patch test is mote typical and often applied to FEM for 

elasticity problems; 

(ii) Displacement load patch test is a weaker test, mainly applied to 

FEM for elasto-plasticity problems. 

(iii) A finite element passing the force load patch test will also pass the 

displacement load patch test; but it is not necessarily true the other way. 

A representative patch test mesh should have following features: 

(1) There is at least one internal node, for instance node 3 in Fig.5.10. The 

following is not a representative mesh(Fig.5.11) 

Fig.5.11 A nonrepresentaive Patch test Mesh 
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(2) There is at least one interelement boundary, to avoid one element mesh; 

the mesh in Fig.5.12 is not a representative patch test mesh. 

Fig.5.12 A nonrepresentaive Patch test Mesh 

(3) There is at least one irregular element, to avoid the regular test mesh in 

which case many finite elements do pass patch test but do not converge; the 

mesh in Fig.5.13 is not a representative patch test mesh. 
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r=pi 

Fig.5.13 A nonrepresentaive Patch test Mesh 

(4) The test mesh should not consist of the same type of elements; for 

example, it is not acceptable if all the elements are trapezoidal as in Fig. 

5.14. 

• pi 

r=pi 

Fig.5.14 A nonrepresentaive Patch test Mesh 
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5.8 Convergence Considerations for Error Estimator 

To pass the above-mentioned patch test, the constant stress patch test 

conditions are, 23iang[1993,1996]: 

(i) B>.dy= J^M)dK= 0 (5.78a) 

(ii)/^P»rfK=0 (5.78b) 

Where Pa is the assumed stress shape function matrix with constants 
excluded. 

For 4-node compatible isoparametric plane elements, 

0 r s 
pfc = 0 r s 

0 r s 
(5.79) 

The first condition is the standard constant strain patch test condition for 
incompatible displacement finite element method, Taylor, etal.[1976]; the 
second condition is called decoupling condition proposed to enforce the 
constant stress patch test for assumed hybrid stress FEM, 
Zhang[1993,1996]. 

Verification of the Patch test Conditions 

To understand why the above two patch test conditions are essential 
conditions for an incompatible hybrid stress finite element to pass the patch 
test, the following derivations are performed: 
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First, as the compatible displacement finite element can automatically 
represent the constant strain/stress states, so in the case of rigid body 
movements or constant strain/stress states {qo}. 

= \Bq'\{qo} ^constant (5.80) 

the introduced incompatible displacement parameters {X} should vanish for 
the total element strains to represent the constant strain states which 
compatible displacement element already has. 

As from equ(5.38), we have 

i- l  =  ( q l  
_ ku _ x l o j  

(5.81) 

where the incompatible displacements correspond to no external loads. So 

{X} = = {0} (5.82) 

where [ATu] is invettible and 

(5.83) 

Finally, to enforce the constant strain states, the following condition must be 

satisfied: 
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ly\fi>.flcl[b,]ciy{q,) = {0} » 

j^[bu'̂ [c][b,]{94rfk={0} «. 

jr[b0'̂ <rttc][b,]{9»} =ly\^xfdnC]{eo} 

= i^\BxfdV{a,} = lO} (5.84) 

where <=> denotes if and only if, and the constant stress states are 

{c^o} = [C](So} = constant stress (5.85) 

Consequently, the constant strain patch test condition is obtained as 

jy[B^Vdy= {0} (5.86) 

After the constant strain condition is satisfied, it may be required to check if 

the stress decoupling condition in equ(5.78b) can guarantee the constant 

stress patch test in the new hybrid stress finite element, i.e., to prove when 

{8} = {6o}= constant (5.87) 

and 

lyVidV^ 0 (5.88) 

then 
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<t"=ph-to q 
k 

- PH = const, stress 

where 

h = /^p7^c-'p^/f 

with 

p=[/i=[[i] ip»]] 

where [I] is the identity matrix and fPj] is the 
excluded. 

(5.89) 

(5.90) 

(5.91) 

[P] matrix with the constants 

For 4-node plane finite element in this dissertation. 

1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 (5.92) 

P/,= 
^ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 r 5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 r s (5-93) 

If the constant strain patch test condition is satisfied, i.e. 

^~So = constant 
(5.94) 
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Then 

<5* =m-%V'^ZodV 

FHVC-'\1, Vh\dy\-'\^ VhVdVz, 

= p 

= p 

c-%dy c-%p„dy ' 
-i 

fyPlC-'PkdV J r f n d f ,  

hii hi2 
h[2 h22 

-1 
l\vdV 

lyPldr 

=[i, p/.] 

= [i, p/.] 

'c-^y 0 
-1 

1 

s
 1 0 ' 

rso 

C/V 0 
0 hil 

\v 
0 

c 
0 

80 = [i, p/.] 

= Ceo = constant stress (5.95) 

This means the new hybrid stress finite element passes constant stress 
patch test for convergence. 

In the above derivation 

Hu=C-'j^clV=C->y 

where V is the element volume. 

(5.96) 
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hi2=c-l/^parfk=0 

when the decoupling stress condition \yVhdV- 0 is satisfied; 

and 

(5.97) 

h22=Jkp[c-»pa^ (5.98) 

is an invertible matrix. 

For 4-node compatible isoparametric displacemoit plane elements. 

(5.99) 

so the compatible displacement FEM satisfies the constant strain/stress 

patch test for convergence. Actually the compatible displacement FEM is 

monotonically convergent. Therefore the hybrid stress FEM corresponding 

to the compatible displacement FEM in this dissertation is monotonically 

convergent. 

Guidelines for implementation of the Decoupling Stress Condition for 

Patch test 

As the compatible displacement finite element methods with (Bx = 0)are 

adopted in this dissertation, so the only following decoupling stress 

condition remains to be enforced. 
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(5.100) 

Most of tune. Pa is initially assumed to be polynomial complete up to 

certain degree, to obtain higher stress accuracy, no consideration for 

convergence has been given in other traditional hybrid stress finite element 

method. Therefore some components in pP] or [PA] do not necessarily 

automatically meet the above stress patch test condition. 

To meet the stress patch test condition, we may impose certain constraints 

on the assumed stress shape fimctions; for instance, 

Scheme(i): Simply omit those terms violating the stress patch test condition 

in equ( 5. WO ); 

Scheme(ii): Add proper constants to those terms in Pa which don't meet 
the stress patch test condition. 

Example 

Take the 4-node element, for example, the stress patch test condition can be 

expressed as 

+1 +1 
j j pnydrds) = 0 (S.lOl) 

-1  - I  



where 

r s 
r s 

r s 

J = Det[J] — a-i- br+cs 

with 

a = ̂ 2^3 —03^2 
b = ̂ 2^4 —a^bj 
c = ̂ 4^3 ~-a^b4 
where a, and b, are given in equ(5.58). 

By using schenie(i), omit ail the higher violating teims in P 

then we have 

' 1 pi 

q 
•
 

ii ii 1 p2 
1 . p 3  .  

Consequently, 

a' = m-%V'̂ zdV^ Ce = a 
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(5.102) 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

[I,PA]-[I,0], 

(5.105) 

(5.106) 
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which is identical to the stress computatioii by traditional displacement fmite 

element method. But the assumed stresses become zero order interpolation 

and there is no practical value for improved stress predication by adopting 

scheme(i).To retain die one order complete interpolation of assumed 

stresses, in this dissertation the scheme(ii) is applied to Pa for the stress 

patch test condition to be satisfied. Then the resulting stress shape function 

matrix P* becomes 

P*=P-Pc  =  (5.107) 

where 

(5.108a) 

(5.108b) 

with a,b,and c are given in equ(5.61). 

Generally speaking, the constants are given as 

^c = )^lVhdv 

= in ^hJ{r,s)drds 

= i; /![ nl ^hia + br+cs)drds (5.109) 

which can be easily computed numerically or analytically. 
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This new assumed stress FEM formulation using the stable and 

convergent displacement FEM stiffiiesses, but adopts a new assumed 

hybrid stress method to compute more accurate element stresses, so it 

combines the merits of both traditional assumed displacement FEM and 

assumed hybrid stress FEM. The new FEM is combination of the traditional 

two methods, but is different from each of them, therefore it is named 

generalized hybrid stress FEM, Zhang[1993], Zhang and Chen[1996]. 

5.9 Mesh Refinement Strategies 

5.9.1 Mesh Refinement for Elasticity Problems and Hardening Zones 

For the simple elasticity zone, the strategy by Zienkiewicz et. al.[1993] will 

be reviewed and adopted. The adaptive FEM is to finally generate a nearly 

optimal mesh with 

AE < e (5.110) 

where AE is the average computed relative error, e is the prescribed 

permissible relative uniform error. 
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Assume that the uniform error mesh is obtained by applying the previously 

described unifonn error estimator in equs( 5.9) with the prescnbed error, e. 

Then we have the well-known approximation error for each element of a 

m-element mesh: 

e m ~  e  W h W m ^  (5.111) 

where m is the total number of the elements over a mesh, I l/il I = hwa. is the 

norm or maximum of the element side size. Define the local mesh 

enrichment indicator as 

= (5.112) 

where em is given in (5.111), and element relative error I le, II for a 

particular element(i) is given by energy element error estimator in equ( 5.5) 

11 ,̂ 11 = — (5.12a) 
l l j  C T * ' " C - ' f f V P l l  '  

Then the element size for the optimal mesh is approximately calculated(for 

elements not adjacent to singularities) by 

= ^ (5.113) 
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where hi is the original maximum size of the element(i), and p denotes the 

order of element interpolation functions. 

For elements adjacent to singularities of order x, the new element size is 

estimated by 

^ ^ (5.114) 

where x represents the strength of the singularity. The expected singularity 

strength must be determined by the user accoring to fracture mechanics 

theory, but x = 0.5 is sufScient for most elasticity problems. 

Obviously, only when (; ^ 1, an element is refined for adaptive FEM 

computation. 

5.9.2 The Mesh Refinement Strategy for Softening Problems 

The above strategy is only vahd for elasticity problems, and can be appUed 

approximately to yielding/hardening level or problems under the assumption 

of ahnost uniform error distribution. But it is not useful for softening 

problems and structures with localization and high nonlinearity with almost 

impossible uniform error mesh generated . This means the actual computed 

error heavily depends on the type of problems, geometries and boundary 

conditions. Consequently, a user defined controlling parameter is better 

introduced. 
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In this case, only the size of the most accurate element with least error is 

approximately calculated by the above strategy for elasticity problemsf//ie 

most accurate element is most likely in or close to the elastic or hardening 

zones), then use a simple procedure to define the size of the rest elements 

based on the ratio of the element errors. For example, define an error ratio 

<;=§ (5.115) 

where lleoil is the error of the most accurate element with least error of a 
mesh determined by error estimator in equ(5.49), I let 11 is the element error 

of an arbitrary element(i). 

Then after the element size, ho, of the most accurate element with least 

error is estimated, the size of other element(i), hi, can be calculated by 

hi = q'ho = (5.116) 

where t is a user defined trial exponent between 1 and 2. Generally, t=2 is 

sufficient for most cases and provides satisfactt)ry results. 

For elasticity problems, t=l( away finm singularity), and t=2 (near 

singularity, the most critical situation). When stmctural localization is 

caused by material softening, there is almost no cracks or singularity, then 

r c (1,2); when structural localization(shear band) is likely caused by cracks 

in britde materials, t=2. 
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5.10 Numerical Validations 

In order to verify the DSC model with adaptive FE procedure, the following 

problems have been solved. 

Mesh Adaptivity : Footing problem 

(1) FE Mesh adaptivity in a footing problem; 

(2) localization analysis of the footing problem; 

Zienkiewicz, et al. [1995] used an adaptive remeshing procedure for the 

analysis of localization in which the material was modeled by using a 

classical theory of plasticity, with softening simulated by using negative 

hardening modulus. The authors stated that the procedures based on the 

acoustic tensor for the analysis of existence and localization were not 

reliable. They proposed that the discontinuity and localization can be 

captured by appropriate fomiulation of the finite element method, and 

adaptive remeshing. Here, we consider a typical problem of footing on a 

strain-softening material, and show that the DSC with mesh adaptivity can 

provide a consistent procedure to analyze localization. 

Figure 5.15a shows a test problem in which unifomi displacement 

increment = 0.0001m applied at the top, while the right-hand side boundary 

is free to move. 



o| 

o 0 1> 

(a) Footing 

Fig.5.15a 

fStress 

B 

Intact 

Observed 

Critical-  ̂

Strain 

(b) Schematic of stress-strain curve 

Fig.5.l5b 
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The RI material is assumed to be elastoplastic with continuous yielding, 

Desai[I995] and Desai, et. al.[1986], and the FA material is assumed to 

cany only the hydrostatic stress of the intact response. The material 

parameters used are 

Elasticity: E =2 x IQl^MPa 
V = 0.49 

Plasticity: 

Ultimate: y = 0.30x10^, P = 0 

Phase Change: n = 2.12 

Yielding: ai = 10"^°, T| i = 0.2 

Disturbance: A = 10"^, Z = 2.0, D« = 0.8 

Adaptivity: 

Pre-softening: hybrid stress uniform error resmeshing 

Average error AE=5%, 

Uniform degree of error distribution: UD=5% 

In Fig. S.lSb, the initial mesh (point A), and the adopted meshes using the 

procedure proposed herein, at the peak (point B) and during softening (point 

C), are shown in Fig. 5.15c. It can be seen that the mesh adapts in the 

expected direction of slip and localization. 



Adapted meshes at typical locations (A, B, Q 

Fig.5.15c Mesh adaptivity for footing problem. 
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Figure 5.16 shows the growth of disturbance with applied displacement at 

two points (a,b) as the remeshing progresses. Point (a) Ues within the 

localization zone and experiences higher disturbance beyond D* = 0.7S, at 

peak and beyond peak. This indicates that the mesh adapts in the zones that 

experience critical disturbance and beyond. The disturbance at point (b), 

which is away from the localization zone, does not experience higher 

disturbance. The disturbance contour distributions in Fig.5.17 for meshes 

(B) and (C) reflect the development of localization zones. 

Figure 5.18 shows nondimensionalized load-displacement curves obtained 

by using the final mesh Fig. 5.16(C). Here, the analyses were performed 

using (a) the plasticity model and (b) the DSC with small level of softening 

(Dj/ =0.15). Various terms in Figure 5.18 are: F = computed load on the 

top, B = width of the loaded area, Cu = cohesive strength, Uy = vertical 

displacement at the top, and E = elastic modulus. It can be seen that the 

DSC model provides softer and consistent response compared to that by the 

plasticity model. 
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(a) Typical points 
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Figure 5.16 Growth of disturbance at typical points 
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of predictions from DSC <Du = 0.14) and plasticity models. 
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CHAPTER 6 

STOCHASTIC FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR RELIABILITY 

ANALYSIS 

6.1 Introduction 

In addition to its qualitative general meaning, the term 'reliability' is now 

given an exact meaning when applied to engineering devices or systems. It 

is defined as 'the probability that the system will operate to an agreed level 

of performance for a specified period, subject to specified environmental 

conditions', Cluley[1981]. Thus the rehability of an electronic component or 

an electronic packaging equipment might be given as, for example, 90% 

over a 2000-hour period, 500 cycles of temperature between IS^c and 
125"^. Reliabihty has been an important issue in both numerical and 

engineering(e.g. electronic packaging) analyses where there are some 

approximation and random uncertainty involved. 

The previously discussed adaptive finite element method is actually a kind 

of numerical reliability analysis of finite element mediod involving 

approximation, Zienkiewicz [1987], to determine how accurate or reliable 

the computed FEM results are. 
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The engineering reliabiliQr can be divided into system and component 

reliability analyses, Cluley[1981]. System reliability is based on component 

reliability and studies how the component reliability collectively affects the 

system's reliability. Component reliability is a study of how and why it fails 

and more about the root-cause of failure. 

Due to many limitations, traditional reliability analysis methods are majorly 

based on statistics and probability to just record how many and what 

percentage of various electronic components fail during the designed 

lifetime, which has lead to a great amount of waste and even misleading 

trends and relations, Pechtet. al.[1994]. 

For component reliability stress analysis, finite element method has been the 

most useful method. But traditional deterministic finite element method is 

usually based on average(or fixed) values of geometries, material parameters 

and external loads. 

In practice, however, there is always some random uncertainty of boundary 

conditions, material parameters and external loads. The stochastic 

uncertainty is usually characterized by probability and statistics and can be 

discussed by stochastic methods. 
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Till today, the most general and effective stochastic method is stochastic 

finite element method, Nakigiri and Hisada[1980]. The stochastic FEM can 

readily provide bases for reliabiliQr analysis which is very important for the 

design and analysis of electronic packaging components. 

Stochastic finite element method for reliability is based on both robust 

constitutive and numerical modeling for the root-cause analysis of failure 

mechanisms to investigate why, how and where electronic components fail, 

so precautions can be taken before design and manufacture. 

Reliability assessment(based on root-cause analysis of failure mechanisms, 

failure sites, failure modes, and failure causing stresses) has proved to be 

effective in prevention, detection, and correction of failures associated with 

design, manufacture, and operation of a product Traditional reliability 

prediction methods (based on the statistic curve fitting of a field failure data) 

have also been used to address design and operation, as well as various 

supportability issues have not been very effective, Pecht et. al.[1994]. 

One of most important root-cause reliability analysis is FEM stress analysis. 

Therefore, the stochastic finite element method will be formulated and 

discussed for electronic packaging reliability analysis. 
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6.2 Stochastic FEM Fomiulation 

One kind of stochastic FEM is based on first order of perturbation in 

considering the variation of the physical, geometrical parameters and loads. 

The first order perturbation is carried out using expansion of Taylor series as 

where f(t) denotes a function of t which could be material, geometrical 

parameters and loads; therefore A/ means the corresponding variations of t 

6.3 Physical Perturbation and Normal Distribution 

Let the major material parameters such Young's modulus Poisson ratio 
\fe over an element(e) have random variations or perturbations, ae and 

(6.1) 

Ee-E%-¥ ae (6.2) 

Ve = V° + pe (6.3) 

where and Vg are average values of Pe and respectively. 

The variations of random P^and \e are assumed to follow certain 
distribution such as normal distribution N{]i, cy^)(Fig.6.1), Zacks[1992]. 
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f -probability density functon 

cT -deviation 

+00 —00 -mean 

Fig.6.1 Normal distribution 
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Here |j. and cr are mean value and deviation of the distribution function in 

equ(6.4), respectively. 

The probability density function for normal distribution here is given as 

where -ooZrZ + oo, )j. denotes the mean value(expected value) of the 
distribution(of ae and |3e), and here cr is the standard deviation of the 

distribution. 

In practice, it is usually and reasonably assumed that the random 

variables have zero mean value or zero mathematical expectation of the 

distribution(Fig. 6.2), Chen et. al.[1990], Cluley [1981] 

where E(.) means mathematical expectation or mean value, not Young's 

modulus and deviation or variance of the normal distribution of the 

perturbation variables is 

fs =/A^(r;n,ff) = •^exp{-j(^)H (6.4) 

m, = -^(ae) = e(j^e) = 0 (6.5) 

D{ae) = cri (6.6) 

(6.7) 
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- probability density 

CT -deviation 

+00 

Fig.6.2 Standard normal distribution 
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where cTa. and tjp, are standard variance of the distribution, here D( ) is not 

disturbance D but variance which can be understood as the spread of a set 

ofvalues(Fig.6.1). 

Then the perturbed constitutive matrix [C]can be accordingly obtained by 

using two-variable Taylor expansion of series. For simplicity, here the 

elastic part is given here. 

where for plane stress case, the average or mean consitutive matrix is given 

as 

which is the original elastic material matrix, and the gradient matrix with 

respect to Young's modulus E is given by 

[c] = [c''] + [c^]ae + [c" ]pe (6.8) 

[C" ] = [C]a.=p.=0 

(6.9) 

2 

[c^ ] = = ^[c° ] (6.10) 

and the gradient consitutive matrix with respect to Poisson ratio is 
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1 5[q| 
j ~ av ' a«=p«=0 

£? 
[(l-(v?)2]2 

2v^ l+k)^ 
1 + (Ve)^ 2v° (6.11) 

For a general finite element stiffiiess matrix like 

[k.l= f[B]'̂ [C][B]rfF 
y. 

(6.12) 

where [B] is geometrical matrix related to geometry, and [C] is the material 

matrix, then the corresponding stochastic finite element stiffiiess matrix is 

given as 

[ke] = [kn + [kf]ae + [kr]p. (6.13) 

where the average finite element stifGiess matrix and two gradient finite 

element stiffiiess matrices are given as follows, respectively 

[ k ? ] = W \ d V  
fe 

(6.14) 

[kf]=/|:B]''[C^][B]rff' (6.15) 
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[ka= / [ B ]'-[C"][B]rfK (6.16) 

with the corresponding material matrices given in eqiis( 6.9), (6.10) and 

(6.11). Traditionally, the three finite element stiffiiess matrices have been 

computed separately, and the computational cost is very high. 

6.4 Simplification of Stochastic FEM Computation 

As proposed by Zhang[1991] and described in equ(5.52b), a finite element 

stiffiiess matrix can be expressed in the following form: 

[k.] = J [BnC][B]rfK= [W]'-[H][W] (6.17) 

where only simpler matrix [H] is related to material matrix [C], and for 

different material matrices [W] is associated with element geometry without 

integral operation and is always the same. Both [H] and [W] are aheady 

given explicitly by equs(5.51),(5.52d) and (5.62). 

Therefore, the three stifBiess matrices [k®], [kf] and [k^] can be computed 

more efficiently by computing the corresponding [H] matrix, and [W] can 

be formulated only once and analytically for isoparametric 4-node element. 

For 8-node element, the element stiffoess matrix is too comphcated to 

separate in the above form. 
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6.5 Global Stochastic Finite Element Stif&iess Matrix 

Following the traditional finite element assembling procedure, the assembled 

global stochastic finite element stififiiess matrix for a mesh of Ne elements is, 

[iq - [K''] + i' + S [k^lPe (6.62) 
e=l e=l 

where 

[K"] = Ski (6.63) 

is the ordinary global fiinite element stifEhess matrix (based on average 

values of the involved parameters). 

6.6 Perturbation of Displacement Boundary Conditions 

The displacement vector can be written as 

{U} = {a,u}^ (6.63) 

where {u} is the unknown displacement vector and (0} is the subjectively 

prescribed displacement vector of which components are random and 

expressed as average(certain) values, uf , plus corresponding random 
perturbation variables r|,. 
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Ui =«? +T1/ (6.64) 

i=l, 2,Nb 

where Nb is the total number of the prescribed displacements. 

Similar to the random material parameters, Tj/, satisfy zero mean value 

assumption 

ei\\t) = 0 (6.65) 

and the deviation of the distribution is 

d{y\i) = a\ (6.66) 

6.7 Load Perturbation 

Similar to displacement vector, the load vector is also divided into two parts 

{q} = {q,q''}'̂  (6.67) 

where {Q" is unknown computed load vector to be determined, and {Q} 

is the given or measured load vector of which components are usually 
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random and should be expressed as an average values Q1 and a small 
random perturbation parameters 

Qi =Q"+^i (6-68) 
i= 1, 2, 

where Ni is the total number of the loads, and have zero mean values 

ei^i) = 0 (6.69) 

with the following distribution deviation 

d(%i) = o|. (6.70) 

6.8 Stochastic FE Equations 

From previous discussion, we know there are 2Ne+Nb+Ni random 
variables in the formulated stochastic FEM. That is 2Ne random material 

parameters: 

otcjpej ^ 1,2, 

Nb random displacement variables on boundary: 

tjij / —-
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Ni random load variables: 

For die described stochastic FEM, global stiffiiess matrix [^has been given 

in equ( 6.62) and is only dependent on ae,Pe. 

Displacement vector {U} and Load vector (Q are related to all random 

variables a«, pe, ii,, and 

Like , {U and (Q can be expanded to linear order by Taylor series 

expansion 

{U} = (U"} + i' {l/^}eae + i' {u^}e^e e=l e=I 

(6.71) 1=1 7=1 

where {U" is the mean value of (U and computed by ordinary FEM. 

and {u^}j are contributions to the displacement (U 

due to the perturbation of corresponding random variables ae, T)/ and 

{Q} = (Q"} + £ {Q^}eae + t {Q^}ePe e=l e=l 

+S{Q''}.I1. + 2{Q^}/5/ (6.72) 1=1 >=1 
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where {Q" is the mean value of {Q and computed by ordinary FEM. 

{Q*'}i and {Q^}/are contributions to the load due to the 

perturbation of corresponding random variables a^, r|'snd 4/-

The Stochastic finite element system equations [K]{U} == (Q can then be 

expressed as 

([K-] + i' [k^]a. + S [k"]p.) • ({U" } +1 {i<«}.a. + S {«>•} .p. 
e=l e=l <=l e=l 

+2{tt''},ti. + + S{q^}.a 1=1 /=l «=l 

+ 2' {Q"}.P. + + ^{QH/I,) (6.73) e=l /=l /=l 

Applying the first order perturbation derivation and omitting the second 

order much smaller terms yields the final implemental stochastic finite 

element equations: 

[K^UV^ {Q") (6.74a) 

[K°]{a®}. + [k®]{U''}= Q®}. (6.74b) 

[K°]{a'}. + [kn{U''} = {Q>'}., e=l, 2,.... JV. (6.74c) 

[K°l{U''}, = {Qi}„ i=l,2....,iVj (6.74d) 

[K-KUH/ = {QHy. j=I, 2.N, (6.74e) 
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In the stochastic finite element computations, after the first set of ordinary 

finite element equations are solved and {U° is obtained, all the other 

unknown displacements are accordingly computed. 

6.9 Statistical Analysis 

6.9.1. Mean Value and Deviation of Displacements 

In statistical terms, mean value and deviation are called mathematical 

expectation £{•) are standard variance D(«). As all the random variables 

are assumed to have zero mean values(niathematical expectation=0) and 

from equ(6.71), we readily have mean value of the displacements 

EiiV}) = {U" (6.75) 

which is actually the computed value from ordinary FEM using mean values. 

The deviation or variance of the displacement is given as 

jV, c- c- afe 
D{Ui) = i i {w, }y{«, }ifc • cov(ajak)+I.  s • cov(ajak /=^ fc=l /=l k=\ 

fj .r ^1 O O 
}j{u,  }k*cov(ajak)+I.  I .{u?}j{uf}k*cov(ajak J=l ifcsl ^1 *=1 

(6.76) 

where {wf}/ denotes ith component of the displacement vector {u^}/ of the 
element(j), other similar tenns are defined accordingly. Here cov(a/at) is 
the CO variance of a/ and ak, or the mean value of the random variable 
(ay - Eiaj))(ak - E(ak)), 
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cov{aLjak) = E[{af - E{aij)iiXk - £^(04))] (677) 

its definition can also be found in some statistics and reliability books, e.g. 

Zacks[1991]. 

6.9.2. Mean Value and deviation of Stress 

There is the following stress-displacement relation in finite element 

formulation, 

{d} = [C][B]{q} (6.78) 

where [B] is the geometrical matrix, {q is computed radom element 

displacement vector based on random charateristic parameters and random 

[C] has been given in equ( 6.8) as 

[C] = [C''] + [C^]a. + [C']P. (6.79) 

Similar to the global displacement vector {U given in equ(6.71), the 
random element displacement vector {q can be expressed as 

{q} = {q''} +I{q^}.a. +i'{(i'}.p. + 2{q''},ti, + 2{qe}, (6.80) 
e=l «=I »=l 

where {q^} e, {q''}e, {q^}/ cmd (q^ are displacement gradient vectors due 

to random variations of young's modulus E, Poisson ratio v, boundary 

conditions U and external load Q, respectively. 
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Substituting the equs(6.79) and (6.80) into equ( 6.78) and neglecting the 

second order perturbation terms yield the mean value of the element 

stresses: 

fia-f({a}) = [c''][b]{q'' (6.81) 

which are actually the element stresses from ordinary finite element 

computation. 

For simplicity, let 

[A] = [Cjm (6.82) 

[A^] = [C®][B] (6.83) 

[A'] = [C'lm (6.84) 

and assume {A} .to be the ith row vector of matrix [A] and a, to be ith 

component of element stress vector {a} Then according to the standard 

statistical operation, the deviation of the stresses are 

o(a,)=({^f +(mr} 

t t{A},{q®}/• {A},{q^}/• coviajai,) 
7=1 
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t Z{A},-{q^}/ • • coviajak}  ̂f=i it=i 

s s{a},-{q%- • {a}i{q^}/ • cov(aya*)+ 
/fc=i 

t £{A}.-{q2}y • {A},{q^}/ • coviOLjak). 
hi *^=1 

(6.85) 

where the deviation D(.) is defined in eqiis(6.6) and (6.7), and the 

covariance, coviajat), is defined in equ(6.77). 

6.10 Reliability Analysis 

Traditional safety factor has been gradually replaced by reliability criteria in 

engineering design, especially in design of electronic components and 

systems. The stochastic finite element method has been a general and 

effective way for stress reliability analysis by providing the mean value and 

deviation of computed results such as displacements and stresses in 

equs(6.81) and (6.85). 

Assume the generalized resistance strength to be R(e.g. prescribed yield 

stress limit), and the generalized load to be L(e.g. the computed maximum 

stress), both follow normal distribution with following statistical 

characteristics. 



Mean values; 

£:(/?) = |i/j (6.86a) 

(6.86b) 

Deviation values; 

D(K) = al (6.87a) 

D(D = <5l (6.87b) 

where G. are deviations for normal distribution in Fig.6.2. 

It must be pointed out that the generalized strength and load can be any 

significant parameters such as displacements, stresses and disturbance. 

Usually the strength and load are independent and if they are independent, 

then we define M=R-L(=stiength-load). When M=R-L>0, it means strength 

is greater than load, so it is safe. The we have 

E{M) = E{R—£r) = fXAf = M-* ~ |1l (6.88a) 

D(M) = D(jR-L) = cjf==Gl + al (6.88b) 

Then the reliability is reduced to the probability fotM = R-L>0. 
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/'r=/'(A/>0)= J a»; u dx 

m 
"M 

(6.89) 

where 

o /-z- r»rt\ 

•KP)= f (6-91) 

is the reliability, the shadowed area of standard nonnal distribution( Fig.6.3) 

and has been calculated numerically and given by standard books on 

probability and statistics. 

With the obtained reliability (Kp), the probability of failure is given as 

P/=l-/'/j=(j>(-P) (6.92) 

Traditionally, when we say a structure or an electronic solder component is 

safe, it means it wiU absolutely not fail. According to reUability analysis, due 

to many random factors involved, it is more realistic to predict that a solder 
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Fig. 6.3 Probability integral of normal distribution 
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component in a group has, e.g. probability of 5% to fail under certain 

conditions, or 5% of the total components will fail under certain conditions. 

6.11. A Simple Test Problem 

To demonstrate the leliability^ailure analysis, a square plate 

problem(Fig.6.4) is given subject to: 

(i) only uniform load as random variable; 

(ii) still in elastic region; 

(iii) 4-element mesh. 

c 

0 

<— 

<— 

c 

0 
<— 

c 

E V Q(randoin) L = Q«^{FEM) R = <5^^{Specified) 

lOOO/m^ 0.3 lOOWm^ lOO.OlWm^ lQ5Nlm} 

DC) 0 0 ŜmN l̂rn* SN^fm* 

Fig.6.4 A square plate(10cm x 10cm) subjected to Uniform Load Q. 
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From the table, the average resistance strength R and load L are, 

respectively, 

Hji = lOSMm^ 
\iL = 100.01m/r|2 

and the corresponding deviations are 

DiR) = 
d(l) = 4.002a^/w4 

With the values computed and prescribed in the table of Fig.6.4, we have 

rt ^ _ los—100.01 1 

Pr = (i,(p) = (j)(1.6698) = 95.2% 

P/= 1 = 1 -95.2% = 4.8% 

It shows the plate has the reUability of 95.2% or failure probability of 4.8% 

under the given conditions. 
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CHAPTER? 

APPUCATIONS TO ELECTRONIC PACKAGING ANALYSIS 

7.1 Adaptive Thennomechanical DSC FEM Analysis of an Electronic 
Packaging Problem 

7.1.1 Introduction 

A representative example of surfiice mount technology in electronic 

packaging can be shown in Fig.7.1, in which two plates(chip carrier and 

printed wiring board) are joined by an array of leadless 

interconnections(i.e. solder bumps), these solders function as terminals 

(i.e.the pins and wires) without going through the body of the printed 

wiring board through holes. Obviously, surface mount technology is 

cost-efficient in manufacturing, but weaker mechanical support by the 

solder bumps may lead to more thermal fitigue due to a coefficient of 

thermal expansion mismatch between the two joined plates. 

In this chapter the verified unified DSC constitutive modeling and 

adaptive finite element method will be applied to analysis of the surface 

mount electronic packaging problem. 
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a= coefficent of thermal expansion 

H = height of the solder joint 

L = distance from the center to the center of solder joint 

Fig.7.1 Schematic Section of a Leadless Ceramic Chip 
Carrier (LCCC) Solder Attached to a Printed 
Wiring Board (PWB}, After Hall and Sherry [1986] 
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The adaptive DSC finite element analysis(meshes and computations) will 

demonstrate the process of deformation from thermoelasticity, to 

thermoplasticity with hardening and finally to thermoplastcity with 

softening, by producing the adaptive meshes, error distribution and 

disturbance distribution. Therefore, the obtained results could be very useful 

reference for electronic packaging designers according to difierent working 

conditions. 

7.1.2 Leadless Ceramic Chip Carrier Package 

This representative electronic packaging problem(Fig.7.1) was reported by 

Hall and Sherry[1986]. Later this problem was studied using traditional 

finite element method based on disturbed state concept by Basaran and 

Desai[1994](Fig.7.2) and useful results were obtained. In this research, the 

adaptive DSC finite element method is formulated and applied to 

thermo-mechanical analysis of this electronic packaging problem. As 

described in previous sections, the adaptive DSC finite element method 

proposed is characterized by 

(1)obtaining optimal and refined adaptive meshes 

(2)producing more reliable results with prescribed accuracy, and 

(3)tracing the localization and failure zones. 
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For comparison purpose, the same statement of problem, geometry and 

material parameters, Basaran and Desai[1994], will be adopted. The 

analysis is performed with the following descriptions: 

(1) Because of the geometrical symmetry of the packaging structure, only 

one-half of the system is shown and needed to be studied. 

(2) Like traditional plasticity, the Pb40/Sn60 solder alloy is assumed to 

LQcompressible during the plastic deformations. 

(3) The tension and the compression ultimate stress of Pb40/Sn60 are equal 

and the Bauschinger effect in the stress-strain hysteresis loops is also 

negligible. Therefore, the ultimate parameter p in HISS yield function is 

selected to be zero, which corresponds to the extended Von Mises criterion 

with the yield sur^ce to be approximately cylindrical. 

(4) The phase change parameter n is originally assumed to be 2.1 by 

Basaran and Desai[1984]. However, for computational reason, n is 

slightly modified to 2.12, because J" ' -j\* iJj\Y mathematically 

requires J\>0, but J" =yfholds for all kinds of stress states. 

(5) The intact part of leadless ceramic chip carrier and the intact part of the 

printed wiring board are modeled as thermoelastic materials which 
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experience little plastic deformations or disturbance. Therefore, the adaptive 

finite element analysis will be focused on the electronic solder joint. 

(6) The intact state of the solder joint is modeled as thermo-elastoplastic 

with disturbance and analyzed by corresponding adaptive DSC ^te 

element method. 

(7) In the disturbed state concept modeling, the fully adjusted state is still 

assumed to carry only hydrostatic stresses only. 

The description of the electronic packaging problem in Figs.7.1 and 7.2 is 

given as follows, Basaran and Desai[1994]; 

84 HO LCCC on PWB Interconnected by Pb40lSn60 Solder Joint 

Thermal Load: 

Temperature cycling: —25^ C <T< +125^C 

Time history of a cycle(Fig.7.4): 0 < f ^ 1450 seconds 

Geometry(Fig.7.2) and material parameters: 

pitch (center-to-center spacing): 0.635mm 

size of solder joint square pattern: L=16.51mm 

land area of solder joint: A=0.1548mm^ 



il 
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Fig. 7.2 Finite element mesh used for thermo-mechanical analysis with 
disturbance analysis of leadless ceramic chip carrier Pb40/Sn60 solder 
jointed to printed wiring board subjected to temperature cycling, Basaran 
and Desai[1994] 
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height of solder joint: h=0.2032nim 

elastic modulus of solder joint: 

£=15.158-65.5 T ("C) (GPa), for T> 27^c, Clech and 

Augis[1987] 

=15.158 GPa, for -25^c < TZlVc, HaU and 
Sheny[1986] 

Poisson's ratio of solder joint: V = 

leadless ceramic chip carrier thickness: he=0.508tnm 

elastic modulus of ceramic: E=2 54.93GPa 

Poisson's ratio of ceramic: V= 0.3 

coefficient of thermal expansion of ceramic: Ot^ =5.4E-6/°C 

unit weight of ceramic: Yc = 3 . 9g/ cm^ 

PWB thickness: hp=1.4732nim 

coefficient of thermal expansion: (Xp= 8.9E-6/°C 

elastic modulus: Ep=12.26GPa 

Poisson's ratio: V = 0.36 

unit weight: 1.8g/ cm^ 

7.1.2.1 Boundary Conditions 

The original boundary conditions of this assembly are not given by Hall and 

SherTy[1986]. The reasonable boundary conditions by Basaran and Desai 
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[1994] are therefore adopted. That is, both the leadless ceramic chip earner 

and the printed wiring board are fixed in the x direction along the axis of the 

symmetry, and the bottom node at the axis of symmetry is also fixed in the y 

direction, Fig.7.2. 

7.1.2.2 Thermal Plasticity and Disturbance Parameters 

Plasticity: 

Ultimate yield: 

7 = 0.00082(5^)-"°" 

p = o  

State Change: 

n=2.12 

Hardening: 

a, =0.000024(^)-"™ 

m =0.394 

Disturbance: 

D„ = 1.0 

a=0.102(3^)'« 

Z=0.676 
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7.1.2.3 Adaptive FE Mesh Specifications 

Prescribed Average Relative Error: 

AE<8% 

Unifoim Degree of Error Distribution: 

UD<5% 

Critical Disturbance Value: 

D* = 0.75 

7.1.2.4 Adaptive thermal DSC Finite Element Analysis 

In order to make both efficient and accurate numerical analysis, following 

steps have been taken: 

Step 1: Use the original coarse mesh in Figs.7.2 and 7.3a by Basaran and 

Desai[I994] as the initial trial mesh for the 1st temperature cycle of adaptive 

finite element computation; 

Step 2: After the 1st cycle, the whole electronic packaging stmcture is still 

in elastic state and the initial mesh gives sufficiently accurate results and 

satisfies the uniform error adaptive mesh criterion. 
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Pig,7.3a Magnified View of the Finite Element Mesh at 
the Solder Joint in Fig. 6.16a 
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Fig.7.3b Time History of the Temperature Cycle, After 
Hall and Sherry [1986] 
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Fig.7.3c shows that except the maximum relative errors in energy norm at 

four comers are slightly larger than the specified 8%, both the averaged 

eiTor(AE) and the uniform degree(UD) of error distribution are less than the 

specified. 

1st cycle using the initial mesh: 

AE = 1.3%ZS%(specified) 

UD = 4.2%Z5%{specified) 

where AE and UD are calculated by equs(5.2) and (5.1). 

Based on the acceptable computed results and the consideration of that the 

chip carrier and printed wiring board will be always in elastic state, the 

whole problem can be simplified as a solder joint subjected to shear 

displacements(Fig.7.3d), so as to focus on the adaptive finite element 

analysis of the solder joint. The shear displacements Ui and U2 in Fig.7.3d 

are computed based on the initial mesh in Fig.7.2 and the first cycle of 

thermal load, in which case, the whole electronic packaging stmctuie is still 

in elastic state and the displacement FEM using initial mesh gives accurate 

displacements including Mi and Uz-
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Fig.7.3c Initial tnesh(a) and relative error distribution(b) in stress norm 
for adaptive finite element analysis 
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UI =0.561E-3mm U2 =2.81E-3mm 

Fig.7.3d Simplified Solder Joint problem 
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Another reason that the simplification in Fig.7.3d is adopted is because 

the simplification in Fig. 7.3d is more realistic than that in the 

following one(Fig.7.3e). The simplified solder joint problem in 

Fig.7.3e allows top side to have spurious free rotations, consequently, 

the problem becomes shear bending which does not reflect the actual 

deformation of the solder joint. 

«2 ^ 

X 

U 2 -0.56E-3mm U i -2.9lE-3mm 

Figure 7.3e Shear bending simplication of solder joint 
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This simplificatioii allows the displacement ccmtrol in elasto-plastic analysis 

and actually will increase the accuracy especially when the temperature 

cycles increase and softening and localization occur. According to the 

condition of the solder constrained by chip carrier and printed wiring board 

in an electronic packaging structure, the simplified constraint in y direction 

is closer to the real working condition that the free movement in y direction. 

Step 3; As the temperature cycles increase, the electronic solder 

experiences greater elastic and plastic hardening/yielding deformations, 

greater computational error is consequently produced by using the initial 

finite element mesh. Therefore, the initial mesh has to be refined 

accordingly following the proposed adaptive refinement strategy. Before the 

peakpoint(Fig.7.4c) is reached without obvious softening, the adaptivi^ is 

still based on the proposed hybrid stress uniform error mesh criterion. 

At the 100th cycles, the adaptive mesh is refined enough and given in 

Fig.7.4a and the acceptable corresponding relative error distribution is 

shown in Fig.7.4b with 

AE = 6.5%Z8%(specified) 

UD = 4.93%Z5% (specified) 
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Fig.7.4 Mesh at lOOth cycle(a) and relative error distribution(b) 
in stress norm for adaptive finite element analysis 
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i ^ Average stress nonn 

400 cycle 155 

Fig.7.4c Schematic of peakpoint vs. cycle 

From these two figiires(Fig.7.4a and 7.4b), it is seen that larger error zones 

occur near the upper two comers and to around the middle of the bottom 

side of the solder joint. 

Step 4: With the mcrease in temperature cycles continuously increased, the 

material plastic softening occurs at certain locations, and uniform error mesh 

is very difficult to obtain in practice although theoretically possible. 

Therefore, the new adaptive remeshing indicator(Z)'̂  > 0.75) called 

disturbance remeshing indicator is adopted after the peak. 

At the 200th cycles, the adaptive mesh in Fig.7.5a and the disturbance 

distribution in Fig.7.5b show that the soft^iing zones continue to expand 

from around the upper two comers, and the middle of the lower side of the 

solder joint. 
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Fig.7.5 Mesh at 200th cycle(a) and Disturbance distribution(b) 
for adaptive finite element analysis 
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Step S: Further applied temperature cycles will cause greater material 

softening, and accumulation of material softening will finally lead to 

stmctural localization/failure in the solder joint. 

It was originally reported by Hall and Sherry[1986] that the solder joint 

fails at around 350 cycles. Adaptive finite element mesh shows in Fig.7.6a 

and the disturbance distribution in Fig.7.6b that the obvious localization 

zones(disturbance >0.9) have been produced, and effective contact and 

conducting area in the deformed solder joint is significantly reduced. 

Step 6: As the formulated adaptive FEM can trace the localization and 

failure zones by adapting to optimal mesh in a systematical manner, it may 

save time by avoiding conducting unnecessary thousands of cycles' test or 

ordinary finite element computations to determine where and when the 

solder failure occurs. 

However, for discussion and analysis purpose, the temperature cycles are 

further increased to 400 with the final adaptive mesh unchanged, so as to 

investigate the postfailure of the electronic solder joint 

The computed disturbance distribution in Fig.7.7 by the adaptive FEM 

shows that the localization zones have been interconnected and the solder 

joint could be fimctionally useless and discoimected. 
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From this application, it is evictent that adaptive DSC FEM based on hybrid 

stress error remeshing estimator and disturbance remeshing indictor is useful 

and effective for thermal localization problems such as theimal-mechanical 

analysis of electronic packaging problems. 

7.2 Stochastic DSC FEM and Application to Electronic 

Packaging 

7.2.1. Stochastic DSC FEM 

The previously described stochastic FEM can provide essential results for 

electronic packaging reliability analysis, but the efficiency is obviously of 

major concem due to the fact that the more random variables, the more finite 

element stif&iess matrices will have to be formulated and more FE equations 

have to be solved. 

If there are three random variables in stochastic FEM, three times more 

computer cost will be needed. Therefore, to reduce the number of random 

variables by seeking a unified random variable is necessary and can be very 

effective. A unified random variable is usually derived or computed from 

several random varaibles. 
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Disturbance function lias been applied to adaptive finite element analysis in 

Chapter 5, again disturbance can be used as a useful unified random variable 

to conduct efficient stochastic finite element analysis. 

In this smdy, the stochastic DSC FEM is characterized by 

(i) only one unified random variable, disturbance D given in equ(3.11); 

(ii) the generalized load L is assumed to be represented by the amount of 

computed disturbance; 

(iii) and the generalized resistance strength R is given by the amount of 

critical disturbance Dc(c.g. 0.75 in adaptive FEM). When the load L 

(computed disturbance) is greater than the generalizedresistance strength R 

specified by the critical disturbance, it is regarded a failure. The reliability 

analysis here is to compute the probability of the failure. 

As disturbance is for elastoplastici^, so disturbance random variable 

method can not be applied to stochastic FEM for elasticity without 

disturbance. 

According to the DSC constitutive equation in equs(3.15) and (3.18) with 

assumption of hydrostatic fully adjusted state, we have 

[CiBc] = [CI + [({«''}- i{l, 1,1,0,0,0}''o:S){R}] -DtC] (7.1) 
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where from equs(3.18H3.20) 

[C] = [C] - ftfagti cj. i c ,̂ i c ,̂ 0,0,0] (7.2) 

Similarly, assume the disturbance D over an element is random and can be 

expressed as an average value D° plus a small random perturbation value 
Ye, 

D ^ D ^ + y e  ( 7 . 3 )  

with zero mean value 

^ = £(Ye) = 0 (7.4) 

and deviation of the standard normal distribution in Fig.6.2 

Dije) = < (7.5) 

then by first-order perturbation with respect to disturbance, the stochastic 

material stiffiiess matrix becomes 

[C] = [C^" ] + [C2sc ]Y« (7.6) 
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where [Cose" ] is [Cose] based on average value of distuibance over an 

element, and from equ(7.1) 

[C^] = ̂  = -[C''] (7.7a) 

where [C**] is given in equ(7.2). 

Therefore, stochastic DSC FEM formulation is readily available by adopting 

the previously formulated stochastic FEM with only one random variable. 

Young's modulus B or Poisson ratio v. 

The stochastic DSC FEM formulation can be obtained from the previously 

described stochastic FEM formulation in Chapter 6 by 

(i) setting random variations pe,4<>3nd x], for Poisson ratio, loads and 

boundary displacements respectively, to be zero; 

(ii) and replacing [C^] and tte for Young's modulus E by [C/jsc ] = -[C''] 
and Ye for disturbance D. 

The mean value iid of D is aheady obtained by detenninistic DSC FEM 

analysis in Fig.7.6 and Chapter?. The deviation(Fig.6.2) of disturbance can, 

in principle, be calculated following equ(6.85), but the deviation for this one 
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unified variable can be obtained conveniently by considering disturbance 

difference for case 1 and case 3 in Fig.7.8 

D(D) = o|. = (2!^)J = ̂ D,-03)^ (7.7b) 

where Di and D3 are disturbance or disturbance related parameters for 

geometry case 1 and case 3, respectively. 

2 After the mean value \iD ̂ d deviation CSq of disturbance D are computed 

by stochastic DSC FEM, then the reliability can be obtained by 

Pr = <|>(P) (7.8) 

where 

P = -̂ 0= (7.9) 
•kJd 

where ^Dc^nd are prescribed mean value and deviation of critical 

disturbance denoting the resistance strength. 

Then the failure probabili^ is 

Pf=l-Pl{  = l- <t)(P) (7.10) 
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7.2.2. Application of Stochastic DSC FEM to An Electronic 

Solder Joint 

In Section 7.1, the adaptive thennai FEM analysis of the electronic solder 

has already taken the distributions of material parameters and external 

thermal loads into consideration indirectly by expressing these variables in 

terms of changing temperature. Therefore, in this section, the stochastic 

finite element analysis of the electronic solder joint will be focused on other 

variables' random effects such as geometrical variations. 

For a group of same electronic components or similar solders, due to 

temperature change and manufacturing factors, each solder's geometry is not 

necessarily the same all the time, there is always slight random variation in 

geometry of electronic solders. 

Three typical geometrical variations of an solder are illustrated in Fig.7.8a. 
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Chip Carrier 

Printed Wiring board 

Fig. 7 .8a Geometrical variation of solders by stochastic DSC FEM 

The previous adaptive DSC FEM analysis of the electronic solder joint in 

Section 7.1 was based on the rectangular shape of the solder, here the solder 

joint is further studied by considering more realistically shaped solder 

joints(Fig. 7.8) using stochastic DSC FEM, to compute the reliability or 

failure probability of the electronic solder joint. 

The stochastic DSC FEM analysis will be focused on 350th cycle where it 

has been shown the failure of the solder experimentally Hall and 

Sherry[1986] and numerically, Basaran [1994] and Section 7.1 of this 

research. 

The then-failure by determinstic adaptive FEM based on average values 

means at 350th cycle the solder joint definitely fails, or the reliability equals 

0% and failure probability becomes 100%. This is not the case when there 

are a group of similar electronic solders with slightly different geometries 



Fig. 7. 8 Solder Joint with exaggerated random geometry in x direction 

by stochastic DSC FEM 
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due to manu&cturmg factors and varying temperature. la. this case the 

reliability^ issue becomes important for electronic packaging ^ure 

prediction. 

Case 2 in Fig.7.8 corresponds to the rectangular solder originally studied by 

disturbance theimal FEM, Basaran [1994] and also by ad^tive FEM in 

Section 7.1. 

At 350th cycle when the solder joint fails, in the geometry, about 66.6% of 

the total volume of the solder experiences disturbance higher than the 

prescribed critical disturbance( Dc - 0.75)(Fig.7.6). 

Now it is assumed volume ratio 66.6% for case 2 to be the mean value of 

the generalized load, 

£(/,) = 66.6% = 0.666 

Due to the solder geometry changes(Fig.7.8), the deviation of the 

generalized load will be produced. It is computed that Case 1 is most 

dangerous and Case 3 is safest, which is in consistent with engineering 

judgment. Using equ(7.7b), the corresponding deviation is computed and 

given by stochastic DSC FEM as 

D(L) = -Alf = 0,00017 
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where the generalized load L means the percentage of the solder volume 

experiencing higher disturbance than 0.75, while and are the 

percentages of the volume for case 1 and case 3. 

Now the prescnbed generalized resistance strength R is given in the 

following Table with no deviation according to the traditional deterministic 

analysis results. 

L (Computed Load) R ( Specified Strength) 

\i,(meari) 0.666 0.666 

D{*){peviation) 0.00017 0.00 

Therefore 

ra _ _ 0.666-0.666 _  ̂
jDiR>+DiL) JOMOV? 

The reliability is obtained by equ(6.9) as 

p^ = (|,(0) = 50% 

The failure probability is given by equ(6.12) as 

P j - = i - P R  =  5 0 %  
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The traditional deteiministic FEM analysis predicts 100% probability of 

failure, which is obviously too conservative and cost-inefficient. 

Although the above stochastic DSC FEM application is more or less like a 

hypothetical problem, but the stochastic DSC FEM with only one unified 

random variable does provide a general and efficient analysis method for 

reliabiliQr prediction of electronic packaging problems. 
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CHAPTERS 

COMPUTER VISUALIZAnON AND ANIMATION 

8.1 Graphics Visualization 

Computer graphics can be visualized in many fonnats, the most commonly 

used ones are JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) and GIF (Graphics 

Interchange Format), Gallagher[1995], Eamshaw and Watson[1993]. 

8.1.1 JEPG Format 

The JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) standard is an excellent 

standard for most realistic images (photos for example, but not line drawings 

or logos). It is a powerful compression method although lossy or quahty 

degrading when compressed. JPEG is best suited for truecolor original 

images. 

Using JPEG for a photographic image for example can produce 10:1 savings 

compared to GIF, as well as permitting much better display quahty on 

truecolor-capable displays. 
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However, many browsers handles only inline JPEG; most older browsers 

need to use an external JPEG viewer. This means some browsers can not 

view JEPG images. 

8.1.2 GIF Format 

Graphics Interchange Format is a Compuserve commercial fonnat. GIF does 

not permit as high quality as JPEG, but it is a general standard for ahnost all 

images such computer graphics and truecolor photos. 

GIF had been used veiy extensively and is widely available in ahnost all 

browsers which can handle graphics. It allows 1 bit transparency (a pixel is 

either transparent or opaque). So GIF is also widely used on the World 

Wide Web(WWW). 

Both JEPG and GIF images can be displayed on PC and WWW, but GIF 

format will be adopted here for visualization and animation by considering 

that GIF is more browser friendly and can be easily applied to make 

animated pictures in a compact file. 
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8.2 Computer Animations 

8.2.1 Types of Computer Animations 

8.2.1.1. Computer Simulations 

The computer animations are created is through the use of software 

especially designed to simulate reality. These are called animated 

"computer simulations." This type of animation is used more extensively in 

re-creations and simulations of automobile and airplane accidents, and 

involves the input of raw data about the accident into a computer. 

For example, someone recreating a car accident might input data concerning 

the speed and weight of the car, the road conditions, the car's tire conditions, 

etc. into a computer. The computer, utilizing a program especially written 

for the purpose, would then run a simulation using the data supplied and 

output the result to a video screen as a graphic representation of its 

calculations. 

This type of animation can be creative and imaginative, but is not inherently 

demonstrative, therefore has been usually used for commercial and 

educational purposes on TV and Video. 
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8.2.1.2. Caitoon Style Illustiations 

These computer animations may be created in one of two ways. In the first 

way, the person creating the animation basically uses the computer as an 

artist's palette, and creates a series of still images that are then linked 

together to fomi an animation, much like cartoon "cells", Eamshaw and 

Watson[I993]. 

This type of animation is inherently demonstrative, used typically as 

demonstrative evidence to illustrate an expert's opinion, because these 

animations are nothing more than a series of single images, set into motion 

(much like a cartoon). 

Technically, this is known as a computer animated "illustration." One way to 

visualize a this Qrpe of computer animation is to imagine it as a series of still 

images that are then shown in quick succession (like a cartoon). 

Considering the feature of engineering analysis, the cartoon style animation 

should be better choice and is therefore adopted in this research. 

8.3 Generation of Animations 
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Two of most commonly used cartoon style animation formats are GIF 

animation and MPEG animation. 

8.3.1 MPEG Animations 

An acronym for Moving Pictures Expert Group, comprised of members who 

define data compression and de-compression techniques and standards for 

motion pictures with sound. 

MPEG is most established animation format and users can have interactive 

control of the motion. It has been widely used for digital movies and other 

purposes. 

However, MPEG animations have to be viewed with special animation 

players and one can not view it directly on world wide web without 

downloading them. 

8.3.2 GIF Animations 

Animations in Graphics Interchange Format requires less professional 

knowledge and skills in production, but it still provides quite good quality 

animation for scientific purpose, and can be displayed both on WWW or on 

local PC. GIF is characterized by that a series of GIF images can be 
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interlaced into a single GIF file or animation, GIF itself can accept control 

commands intt) GIF. 

What is important is GIF and MPEG animations can be transformed into 

each other without much difficulty. Therefore the GIF animation method will 

be described and adopted in animated FEM display. 

8.3.2.1 Production of GIF FEM Animations 

(1). First, based on FEM computations, the images of the FEM results can 

be produced, e.g. FEM mesh, contour of deformation or stress; 

The FEM postprocessed images can be saved as GIFs or can be printed out, 

then scanned into GIF images. 

(2). Then use certain GIF construction tools to interlace those images in 

sequence. 

Some shareware is available online such as GIF Construction Set for PC (by 

Alchemy Mindworks Inc., P.O. 500, Beeton, Ontario, Canada). 

(3). Steps to make animations 
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(a) [Make] a starting GIF image. The starting Image 1s very important 

because browser that doesn't support animated GIF's will only show this 

image 

Image 1 

(b) [Make] a lot of other images in such a way that if you would show them 

very fast after each other, the image would move 

Image 2 

(c) Start the [assemble] program 

(d) [Create] a header 

(e) [Edit] the header to the size of your animation. 
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(f) [Insert] a loop block. This will make the animation start again at the end 

and specify how iterations. 

(g).[Insert] new images. Each image's location can be adjusted. 

Image 1 Image 2 

(h).[Insert] a control block between every image; the control block will 

determine the speed of display( e.g. 10 seconds between two images) and 

transparent color( e.g. white). 

(i).Repeat step 6 until you loaded all your images. 

(j)[File/Save] the image as one GIF image. 

(k) View the saved GIF image; a car will move vigorously on the computer 

screen at the specified speed. 
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8.4 Computer Animations Applications 

The two example animations of FEM and a solder failure are given here, 

more animation files are available on disk and can be viewed on WWW at 

http:llwww.u.arizoria.edul--'zhangwlanimation.html 

8.4.1. Localization Animation by DSC FEM 

The animation for dynamic display of localization development for a plate 

with an imperfection subjected to compression(Fig.4.I) is described here. 

(1) The initial mesh(Image 1) is generated and given in Fig.8.1. 

(2) As the incremental displacement load is continuously increased, a series 

of transitional GIF images of deformed DSC FEM meshes can be produced. 

(3) The final defomied mesh in GIF is given in Fig.8.2. 

(4) Follow the animation procedure in Section 8.3 and Interlace the DSC 

FEM GIF images, then the animated localization display is done and a vivid 

localization zone development can be viewed at 

http.i/wwwM.arizona.edul^zhangwIanimanon.html 
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Image 1 

~ Incremental Displacement 

.. 
~ 

Fig.8.1 A plate with imperfection 
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last Image 

Incremental Displacement 

Fig.8.2 Deformed mesh/plate 
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8.4.2. Animation of A Solder Failure Subjected to Cyclic Thermal 

Loads 

The animation demonstraion for a solder under the same working conditions 

as in the Hall and Sherry test problem(Fig.7.8). Only solder geometry is 

modifed to have sharp comers so as to produce a shear band in the failed 

solder. The GIF images are · produced based on 1st principal stress 

distribution. 

(1) Starting GIF image of the principal stress distribution in the solder is 

given as follows(Fig.8.3). 

Image 1 

Fig.8.3 Principal stress GIF image after 1st thermal cycle 
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(2) Produce as many as possible GIF images based on the 1st principal 

stress at different temperature cycles; e.g. at the peak of the produced 

stress(Fig.8.4 ), 

Image 20 

Fig.8.4 Principal stress distribution in GIF at the Peak 

after 200 thermal cycles 
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(3) Produce the final GIF image of the principal stress distribution in the 

solder(Fig.8.5) 

Image 35 

Fig.8.5 Principal stress distribution in GIF at the End 

After 350 cycles 
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(4) biterlace these GIF images, then the failure development will be 

animated and viewed at 

http:llwww.u.arizona.eeiul''zhangwlanimation.html 

Because the solder has very critical shape with sharp comers, so the final 

failure is a shear band across the solder. 

It can also be seen that with the increased temperature cycles, the 1st 

principal stress will increase, to the peak value at certain cycle, dien the 

stress will decrease; when the solder fails, the actual stress become very low 

due to amount of relaxation and stmctural failure in the solder. 
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this dissertation, besides review and application of exiting constitutive 

and analysis methods, some new procedures have been proposed for 

thermo-mechanical analysis of electronic packaging problems: 

1 - Adaptive DSC finite element procedure based on the new Hybrid 

Stress-Disturbance adaptive remeshing indicator is formulated for 

improved accuracy and trace of localization zones; 

2 - Stochastic DSC finite element procedure with disturbance as a unified 

random variable is suggested for efficient reliability analysis; 

3 - Computer animations have been made and applied to visual display of 

FEM analysis results. 

It has been shown that adaptive DSC FEM can produce nominal 

prescribed accuracy and trace the localization and failure zones in 

structures such as electronic solder joints with adaptive optimal meshes. 
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electrical engineering. The unified user-interactive computer codes can solve 

problems associated with metals, soils, rocks and electronic chip interfaces. 

Adaptive, stochastic finite element analyses are very effective for accurate 

stress reliabili^ analysis of complex engineering problems such as 

microelectronics packaging problems. However, each analysis method 

requires several times more computer cost and involves regeneration of 

meshes, element stifihess matrices, incremental and iterative solutions of the 

finite element system equations, the efRciency can be a problem for very 

large engineering problems. Some progress has been made in this 

dissertation by efficient combined hybrid stress-disturbance adaptive 

remeshing indicator and unified one random variable in stochastic FEM, 

more efforts can be made. 

Computer visualization and animations requite computer knowledge but are 

very useful for engineering analysis and result interpretation, especially to 

electronic packaging product designers. Like finite element method, this 

computer-aided display will also be one of future's main streams and 

deserves special attention and emphasis. 



APPENDIX I 

DSC FEM Code On-Screen User-Interactive Manual 

WELCOME TO USE THE UNIFIED DSCFEM CODE 

BASED ON THE DISTURBED STATE CONCEPT 

WHICH IS DEVELOPED BY PROFESSOR C.S.DESAI AND 

AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 

ENTER INPUT FILE NAME -> 

ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME -> 

I. INPUT INFORMATION: 

1. CHECK INPUT DATA ? (I=YES & STOP; 0=RUN)-> 

2. SELECT PROBLEM TYPE? (l=STATIC)-> 

3. SELECT PROBLEM CATEGORY? 

(0=PLANE STRESS; I=PLANE STRAIN; 2=AXISYMMETRIC)-> 

4. NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MATERILAS ? -> 

5. MATERIAL TYPE?(1=S0IL; 2=R0CK; 3=METAL)-> 

n. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL INFORMATION 

(0=ELASTIC; 1=CAP MODEL; 2=GEN.HISS MODEL(recoinmended)-



KIND OF MATERIAL: 

1=LINEAR ELASTIC; 

2=ELAST0-PLASTIC; 

3=ELAST0-PLASTIC WITHDISTURBANCECSOFTENING); 

2=ELAST0-PLASTIC; 

3=ELAST0-PLASTIC WITH DISTURBANCE(SOFTENING); 

4=ELAST0-PLASTIC WITH HARDENING; 

5=ELAST0-PLASTIC WTTH BOTH HARDENING AND 

DISTURB ANCE(SOFTENING)-> 

5=THERM0-LINEAR ELASTIC; 

7=THERMO-ELASTO-PLASTIC; 

8=THERM0-ELAST0-PLASTIC WITH DISTURBANCE(SOFTENING); 

9=THERMO-ELASTO-PLASTIC WITH HARDENING; 

10=THERMO-ELASTO-PLASTIC WTTH BOTH HARDENING AND 

DISTURB ANCE(SOFTENING) 

11=THERM0-VISC0-PLASTIC WITH HARDENING AND 

DISTURB ANCE(SOFTENING) 

12=THERM0-VISC0-PLASTIC WITH HARDENING 

13=ELASTO-VISCO-PLASTIC WITH BOTH HARDENING AND 

DISTURB ANCE(SOFTENING) 

14=ELAST0-VISC0-PLASTIC WTTH HARDENING -> 

ni FINITE ELEMENT TYPE OPTION 

( 4= FOUR-NODE ELEMENT; 8= EIGHT-NODE ELEMENT)-> 
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IV. APPLIED LOAD TYPE OPTION 

1=DISPLACEMENT CONTROL; 2=TRACTI0N CONTROL; 

3=P0INT LOAD CONTROL; 4=TRACTI0N & POINT LOAD -> 

V. ADAPTIVE FEM OPTION: 

13Y DISTURBANCE-UNIFORM ERROR CRITERION (TAPE26)? 

(1=YES; 0=NO)-> 

2.CHECK BY UNIFORM ERROR MESH CRITERION(optional)? 

(I=YES; 0=NO)-> 

VI. OUTPUT INFORMATION: 

1.OUTPUT DISPLACEMENT IN TAPE14? (I=YES; 0=NO)-> 

2.0UTPUT NODAL STRESS/STRAIN(TAPE15)?(1=YES; 0=NO)-> 

3.0UTPUT STRESS/GAUSS P0NITS(TAPEI6)?(l=YES; 0=NO)-> 

4.0UTPUT ELEMENT STRESSES IN TAPEI7? (1=YES; 0=NO)-> 

5.PL0T/CHECK STRESS-STRAIN CURVE IN TAPE25?(l=YES)-> 



THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE IS FOR THE ELEMENT NO. -> 

6.0UTPUT STRESS INVARIANTS IN TAPE29?(1=YES; 0=NO)-> 

V. RUN(autoinatically run and display) 

PROGRAM IS RUNNINGl TOTAL STEPS= 150 

NOW, STEP= I 

NOW, STEP= 2 

NOW, STEP= 3 

NOW, STEP= 4 
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